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One of three leopards from  the only 
Arabian mare used. Annandale’s Fairy Story 
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SOUND ADVOCATE
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FOSH Mission Statement:

To promote all “sound,” naturally gaited horses, with a specific emphasis on Tennessee 
Walking Horses. (“Sound means not “sored”) Importance is placed on education 
regarding the humane care for the emotional, mental and physical well being, training, 
and treatment of all gaited horses. FOSH will only support flat shod or barefoot horses, 
and will never endorse any event that uses stacks and/or chains as action devices, nor 
any mechanical, chemical or artificial means to modify the natural gaits of the horse.

FOSH Focuses on three areas for gaited horses:
1. Educating people on sound training principles

2. Supporting sound shows, events & activities
3. Working to end soring
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and reserves the right to refuse any advertising for any reason. At 
no time shall the publisher’s liability exceed the cost of the advertisng 
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info@fosh.info • www.fosh.info • www.stopsoring.com
FOSH does not endorse any  trainer, educator,  clinician, style of natural 
training, or tack and horse equipment, to the exclusion of others, as each 
horse is an individual and not all will respond positively to a particular 
trainer, clinician or training style. Articles published by FOSH, reflect 
the view and opinions of the author, but not necessarily that of FOSH.

“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be 
judged by the way its animals are treated.” 

Mahatma Gandhi
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Hello FOSH Members and Welcome Spring!

How nice that our days are becoming longer allowing us 
to ride more either in the morning or early evening.  As 
we roll into the riding season with our wonderful, gaited 
horses, I hope you have the opportunity to expand your 
knowledge.  Although information abounds on horses 
in general, there is a lack of  information on gaited 
horses.  This is where FOSH plays a role—it is a huge 
resource for gaited horse owners.  Not only do we offer 
the only printed publication, the Sound Advocate, covering 
all gaited breeds of  horses, all of  our Board members 
are highly knowledgeable on various aspects of  gaited 
horses and disciplines.  We welcome your questions.
 One of  our most exciting highlights in this issue 
is our announcement about Lady C, the FOSH 
Ambassador Tennessee Walking and Spotted Saddle 
Horse.  Lady C has been honored as a limited edition 
Breyer model horse and will perform many of  her tricks 
at liberty at Breyer Fest at the Kentucky Horse Park in 
July.  Several of  us will be there assisting at the Lady C 
and FOSH booth, and we would love to meet you in 
person.  You can read more on her and our plans in our 
feature article and at Lady C’s facebook page, Friends 
of  Lady C.
 In this issue, we have an article about dressage 
and gaited horses by our Director of  Judging, Dianne 
Little.  If  you have been wondering about whether 
dressage would help your horse achieve rhythm and 
relaxation, Dianne’s article will provide an introduction 
for you.  You will soon realize that dressage is not just 
a competitive discipline, but  stands for training and 
actually improves your trail riding and ring performance.  
And speaking of  dressage, the United States Dressage 
Federation (USDF) will soon publish an article by its 
Vice President, Elizabeth Jenkins, on gaited horse 
dressage.   Ms. Jenkins will announce that the USDF 
website will provide links for organizations that provide 
guidelines for judging and their own dressage tests and 
/or rules for competitions on their site.  USDF judges 
have been asking for guidance on gaited horse dressage, 
and FOSH is proud that it will be a resource for them 
on the USDF website.

Best wishes,
Teresa

President’s Letter

VIDEO CLIPS OF DIFFERENT 
GAITS

IJA Judges and Apprentices are 
launching a new educational project 

and require video clips of any breed of 
gaited horses moving in gait.  The clips 

may be in the field, on the trail or in the 
show ring.  If you have a clip or clips in a 
digital format and would like to be part 

of this project, please forward
(indicating the breed) to: 

Dianne Little
619 Lake Linnet Cres SE 

Calgary, AB  Canada T2J 2J3 
or e-mail: ddlittle@telus.net.

My woolly Missouri Fox Trotter, Shiloh, finishing up his first work 
session of  2013.
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Lady C, the ambassador 
horse of Friends 

of Sound Horses (FOSH) will perform 
at the 24th Annual BreyerFest® in July at 
the Kentucky Horse Park. Lady C is a 
stunning double registered Tennessee 
Walking Horse/Spotted Saddle Horse.
 Sue De Laurentis, co-founder of 
Imagine A Horse (www.imagineahorse.
com) is Lady’s trainer and caretaker. She 
says Lady C is an exceptional mare that 
delivers a great message to young horse 
lovers–anything is possible. “With a 
little imagination and devotion, there is 
no limit to what they can achieve with 
a horse. Something that always surprises 
kids is how much fun horses can be even 
if we aren’t riding them. Kids should see 
that learning can be fun for them and for 
the horse. Lady C loves to learn because 
we’ve always made it interesting and un-
derstandable for her. She performs at lib-
erty either at lightning speed or as slow as 
I ask. One of the things she really enjoys 
is retrieving her specially-made Frisbee! It 
will be great to be at BreyerFest® with Lady 
C – she is a great entertainer and is always 
a big hit with kids and adults alike.”
 BreyerFest® is Breyer Animal Cre-
ations® annual family-oriented festival 
that combines the excitement of a horse 
fair with model horse activities. Held 
each July, BreyerFest® is a three-day event 
featuring live horse performances by 
top performers, opportunities to view 
and purchase equine-themed products, 
including model horses, and meet-and-
greets with the horses that inspired Brey-
er’s portrait models. Lady C will be one 
of the key attractions at this year’s Breyer-
Fest®.
 Sue adds, “Lady C exemplifies what 
Imagine A Horse (IAH) training is all 
about. We use trick training to increase 
the intelligence, adaptability and pre-
dictability of today’s companion horse. 
All the moves and tricks are gymnasti-
sized moves that benefit the horse physi-

Lady C to 
Rock at 2013 
BreyerFest

cally, mentally and emotionally. Using 
objects such as pedestals help to add 
clarity to our requests which help a horse 
to respond reliably. In many cases the 
trick actually becomes the reward for the 
horse, a type of intrinsic reward. Another 
compelling aspect of Trick Horse Train-
ing is that it gives the horse an acceptable 
outlet for self-expression and it gives the 
handler a way to solicit the individual-
ity of each horse. Yes, the moves that a 
horse learns with IAH Trick Training are 
amazing, but even more amazing are the 
ability to focus, and the confidence that 
most horses gain.”
 Lady C was generously donated in 
2010 to FOSH by Grammy Award win-
ning musician-singer-songwriter, Sheryl 
Crow. She loved the idea that the mare 
would reach her full potential in the role 
of FOSH ambassador horse to promote 
humane and sound training principles 
while doing what she loved. Lady C has 
appeared in Rolling Stone magazine and 
on Animal Planet with her then-owner, 
Sheryl Crow. Crow’s fans may recog-
nize Lady C as the horse, undaunted by 
55,000 screaming fans, fireworks, and 
pulsating music, that carried Sheryl into 
the Houston Livestock and Rodeo Arena 
before her concert and delivered her safe-
ly to the stage, reared on cue and then 
took a bow. Their portrait even graces 
the Tennessee Walking Horse exhibit at 
the Grand Ol’ Opry!
 Lady C’s credits also include trick 
horse exhibitions and demonstrations at 
the National Tennessee Walking Horse 
Celebration clinic, the Equine Affaire, 
Equine Extravaganza and many other 
equine expositions. She is also the star in 
several trick horse training DVDs pro-
duced by Imagine A Horse and appears in 
more than two dozen magazine articles.
 As an ambassador for FOSH, Lady 
C demonstrates how sound and gentle 
training principles like those promot-
ed by FOSH can yield extraordinary 
results. Lady C and Sue DeLaurentis 
will be performing several shows each 
day at the BreyerFest®. 

Become a Lady 
C Supporter! 
BreyerFest, Here We 
Come!!

Everyone here at FOSH is excited about the 
incredible honor bestowed upon our ambas-
sador, Lady C, to become a limited edition 
Breyer model horse.  Lady C will debut at 
the BreyerFest extravaganza as a featured 
star at exhibitions in the Kentucky Horse 
Park from July 19th through 21st.  Lady C 
will travel to Breyerfest with Sue DeLauren-
tis, her trainer and caregiver.  Also joining 
Lady C and Sue will be an enthusiastic and 
proud group of FOSH Directors and Execu-
tive Advisory Committee members who will 
help at the booth as Lady C greets her fans at 
the festival.
 The BreyerFest theme this year is Den-
im and Diamonds.  Lady C has checked her 
wardrobe and discovered that she has noth-
ing that appears appropriate for such an aus-
picious honor and event.  Lady C and her 
fans think she would be stunning in a royal 
blue day sheet with matching “leggings”.  Of 
course a few sparkles would add some dia-
mond glamour to this FOSH star. 
 Please help Lady C purchase a spec-
tacular wardrobe for this showcase Breyerfest 
event!!!  Visit www.fosh.info and click on 
the Lady C link to donate for her wardrobe 
and trip.  Any amount is appreciated for our 
FOSH Ambassador. 
 We will post photos of Lady C model-
ing her beautiful new clothes on our FOSH 
website and on FOSH and Lady C’s 
FaceBook pages as we 
make our final ward-
robe decisions for her 
trip.

 According to the folks at Breyer 
Horses, WE THINK THAT LADY C 
IS ONE HORSE THAT DEFINITELY 
“ROCKS!” 
 FOSH remains indebted to Sheryl 
Crow for her generous gift of this won-
derful horse.
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Bridle Lameness, also called rein lameness, is a term 
we don’t often hear or use anymore. Not because 
it doesn’t exist or it has become a rare occurrence 
but because folks would rather not talk about it. 

The passage of time and changes in cultural acceptance can 
change what we talk about or bring forth when sharing our 
experiences. 
 Bridle lameness can be hard to discuss with others be-
cause it is a problem caused by humans and many have 
difficulty recognizing and admitting that they may have 
caused this issue in their horse. Many have witnessed a vet 
or instructor struggle with getting a rider to accept that they 
could be the cause of their horse’s performance troubles. 
It is troubling for those asked and employed to help when 

Bridle Lameness and the 
Gaited Horse By Elizabeth Graves ©2012 

an honest complete evaluation of bridle lameness will not 
be accepted by an owner. Often, lots of expensive testing, 
supplements and a variety of applications have been utilized 
then rejected because the rider or trainer is unwilling to ac-
cept the responsibility for having caused the issues. All too 
often the scenario is to see a horse get tagged as the faulty 
one and non-correctable, then moved on to a new home, 
turned out to permanent pasture or worse.
 The Mystery Lameness: Bridle lameness does not pres-
ent itself as other true, commonly recognized lameness 
issues do. There is no swelling, pain or heat that helps us 

distinguish it clearly as to what the horse may be feel-
ing. Bridle lameness presents itself often as a choppy 
movement in the front or maybe a hitching in one of 
the hind legs. Forelegs may not be striding equally in 
length with each other or the same can be happen-
ing with the hind legs. Other changes in performance 
may include added incidences in stumbling on the 
fore legs or a buckling of a hind leg. A horse’s attitude 
may change along with this mystery lameness, possi-
bly becoming hard to catch, just ill tempered, or act-
ing spooky—all showing themselves as new behav-
iors. How a horse’s temperament can present itself as 
something new and different can be in a number of 
ways depending on each individual horse. These may 
show up early before the lameness becomes visible in 
some way or long after the horse has not been per-
forming normally or correctly. 
 Visual Changes in the Body: Often the horse’s 
body will start presenting itself with some chang-
ing in shape. Tightness at the poll is common and 
over time, the muscles behind the poll will start en-
larging, overdeveloping, and becoming stiff in this 
region. In time, soreness at the poll may be found. 
Neck muscles can start to develop incorrectly with an 
overdeveloped bottom line on the length of the neck 
and the top line diminishing, giving an overall up-
side down image of the neck. Not uncommon is the 
development of pockets on each side of the withers 
and/or the top line of a horse becoming dropped. In 
advanced cases, the abdominal muscles have a slight-
ly pronounced, distended appearance. Given enough 
time, other muscles in the body, such as in the hind 
quarters and/or Gaskin muscle will not develop as 

Examples of  the body shape that develops in bridle lame horses and are really 
common to see even before they start showing a mystery lameness. These are very 
commonly accepted shapes in gaited horses bodies today. The top photo is an ex-
treme example, the bottom photo is less extreme, but common in the early stages.
	 •	 Both	to	some	degree	indicate	Incorrect	Top	line	development	of	the	

neck.
	 •	 Pockets	at	the	withers
	 •	 Dropped	top	line	of	the	back
	 •	 Distended	abdominal	muscles
	 •	 Incorrectly	developed	muscles	of	the	hind	quarters.	In	the	top	photo	one	

can tell also that the Gaskin muscle is not developed properly. 
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they should. They can become flatter in appearance with 
tense hollows in muscle paths that should be filled.
 Diagnostics, Corrections and Repair: When any lame-
ness presents itself, first and foremost, it is recommended that 
a veterinarian be consulted for a complete examination and 
evaluation of the horse. This examination may include flex-
ion testing, dental exams, radiographs, neurological exams; 
ulcer diagnostics, inspection for improper hoof trimming, 
inspection for misalignment of the Hyoid bone or checking 
for many other causes which could possibly explain why a 
horse has a change in performance. The goal in these exams 
is to rule out as many and all potential reasons for a change 
in a horse’s way of go-
ing and to determine if 
a true lameness exists.
 Bridle lameness 
can be recognized in 
its early stages, helping 
considerably in pre-
venting a true lameness 
later on. When all pos-
sible avenues have been 
utilized to detect lame-
ness and bridle lame-
ness has been deter-
mined to be the cause, 
massage is helpful 
throughout the correc-
tive work. A Veterinary 
Chiropractic exami-
nation may also be 
recommended and in 
some cases, a good cra-
nial sacral practitioner 
may be recommended.
 Bridle lameness is rider induced lameness. The most 
important thing to correct the lameness is for the rider to 
change the way the horse is being ridden by changing the 
application of the aids which created the bridle lameness. 
Training may have commenced too early, the use of straps 
such as training forks may have been excessive or a variety 
of martingales, etc., and their misuse in work could have 
advanced this lameness. Bitting rigs are notorious for caus-
ing bridle lameness. Bridle lameness is not confined to show 
horses. It may be found in every type of athletic sport where 
horses are utilized, be it competitive, utilitarian or pleasure, 
including trail riding.
 Bridle lameness can transpire in horses being worked in 
low or high headed positions while being held in a position 
behind the vertical. It can also occur in horses being worked 
in an above the bit position as well. It is important to recog-
nize and correct imbalance if a rider has been riding heavy 
to one side, be it in the hand to rein application and/or the 
leg to stirrup application. Crookedness in the horse due to 
improper use of aids as well as imbalanced riders should be 

corrected by learning and understanding the need to sup-
port a horse properly through straightness exercises.
 A good warm up in a relaxed manner is always a good 
way to start and finish all riding sessions whether in an arena 
or on the trail. When asking a horse to perform added re-
quirements during a training session, try to keep some ele-
ment of relaxation and softness present in the horse’s body 
and mind. In the beginning of corrective work the horse will 
need to have time to find softer shoulders, neck, and poll 
again; while also recovering soft feeling sides again, with an 
open and freed up back. It is important to consider that a lot 
of muscle memory may need to be changed to regain proper 

use. Correcting 
bridle lameness is 
not a fast fix but 
one of dedication 
and great under-
standing on the 
part of the rider. 
A horse must learn 
again to trust it’s 
rider to let go of 
the resistance they 
have used to pro-
tect their bodies 
from previous rid-
ing experiences. It 
is not uncommon 
for a horse to prog-
ress faster with 
a different rider. 
When this is not 
possible, it is help-
ful to have a good 
ground person to 

help the rider become aware when their aids are interfering 
with a horse’s performance rather than helping it.
 Difficulty in Discussing: Bridle lameness is correctable. 
In working with people who are coming to terms with hav-
ing possibly caused bridle lameness in their horse, I have 
found that compassion and kindness are most effective. 
Only move forward in the discussion as an owner is ready to 
listen. It may be the discussion will take place in many ses-
sions, in small pieces at a time. Give positive direction and 
support, but be honest. Riding properly to a good place for 
ourselves and our horses never happens from the first time 
we mount a horse. We all start at the same place, maybe just 
at different ages. We also know that a person with goodness 
in their intent never seeks to cause discomfort to a horse. We 
make mistakes and don’t always get things right but that’s 
how we learn and continuing to learn is how we get good 
at whatever level we desire in our horse experiences. Hav-
ing these experiences and discussions about them also helps 
others going through the same situation and may even help 
them avoid these situations altogether.

An example of a correct healthy shape.
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Ann Nyberg Bradley, stu-
dent of the horse for over 
45 years, understands the 
nature of the horse—how 
he thinks, how he sees his 
world, and why he behaves 
as he does. She offers her 
readers a different perspec-
tive into the minds and 
behaviors of horses to help 
the human live in harmony 

with the horse, to better understand equine nature and to 
recognize how human nature impacts interactions with the 
horse. Ann currently lives in Kansas and is the author of two 
books: Of Life And Horses: The Nature of the Horse (http://
tinyurl.com/3d6kuap) and Of Life And Horses: Communica-
tion Through Cooperation (http://tinyurl.com/3k2zetl).

As I stated in my last article, with any form of 
communication we first need to understand exactly 

what it is we want to communicate. If we want the horse 
to do something, but we’re not exactly sure what, then 
there is a really good chance he won’t know either. The 
aids are the words of our mutual language – no more, 
no less. 

The Seat – Some say the seat is only the bottom floor of 
the pelvis – i.e. where we sit – and others say it starts 
with the lower back and goes down through the inner 
thighs. I tend to separate the seat from the thighs, so 
I call the seat the whole pelvic area below the waist 
but above the thighs. For me, the thighs are part of the 
legs and can be used separately from or in conjunction 
with the seat. The seat, first and foremost, needs to be 
connected to the horse’s back (unless one is purposely 
sitting with their weight off his back). I think of the seat 
bones like the prongs of an electrical plug, and they 
plug into the horse’s back with the visual image of a seat 
bone on each side of his spine. Many riders will let their 
seat slide off the horse’s back to one side or the other, or 
collapse in the ribcage raising one seat bone, but then 
the seat has become unplugged and has no influence. 
 While the seat bones stay connected to the horse’s 
back, the feeling in the buttocks and thighs is as if 
they were full of sand – i.e. they can be heavy, but they 
adhere to and move with the horse’s back in a malleable 
manner (gripping thigh muscles and/or clenched 
buttock muscles are not malleable). The horse’s hind legs 

The Natural Aids
Part II

by Ann Nyberg Bradley ©2012
All Rights Reserved

create energy which comes up through his back. Our 
seat receives and directs that energy. The horse not only 
takes guidance from the seat, but he finds an educated 
seat to be a source of security and confidence. Imagine 
carrying a back pack while climbing a mountain, or 
doing anything athletic. You would want the contents 
of the backpack to be comfortable on your back, the 
weight evenly distributed, and the pack to be snug and 
stable. Compare that image to carrying a backpack full 
of cans of corn that shift with your every step. We want 
to be the first backpack (evenly distributed) when in the 
saddle.
 The seat bones can indicate a forward, backward or 
sideways direction, but they shouldn’t push or grind – 
it’s more like they point to the direction desired. They 
make small, subtle movements. If you grip, grind or 
push with the seat (especially when also restricting 
with the hands) you become ineffective at best and a 
predator on the horse’s back at worst. If you tip forward 
and unplug your seat bones (like the innate tendency 
to come into the fetal position) you abandon the horse, 
leaving the decision as to how to proceed up to him. 
The first function of the seat is to be quiet, stable, softly 
connected, and centered – then one can begin to use the 
seat.
 
The Upper Body – The upper body works in conjunction 
with the seat and can be thought of as a balancing wand. 
The upper body carries a good deal of leverage – more 
so the taller the rider – so it should be used judiciously. 
The most common negative impacts of the upper body 
are one that curls forward into the fetal position which 
offers the horse no clear direction, or the upper body 
that sways about with no control. The fetal position is 
often accompanied by gripping or backward pulling 
hands thus not only denying the horse the security and 
direction of the seat, but restricting him as well. An erect 
upper body in which the navel directs the energy up 
and out is the most productive. 
 A good visual image is to imagine a glass of water 
in your sternum, then as you ride take care not to slosh 
or spill the water. That’s not to say the upper body 
never moves, but it does so in a balanced and controlled 
manner. If you take the upper body slightly forward, 
backward, or sideways, do so with the image of not 
spilling the water. A slight forward inclination of the 
upper body will shift more of the horse’s weight to his 
front end, and likewise a backward inclination will shift 
his weight rearward. Shifting the weight forward can 
help free up or stretch the horse’s back while shifting 
the weight rearward will help balance him. Too much 
forward shifting will cause him to be on the forehand, 
but too much backward shifting can squash the hind 
legs and shut them down. There is in optimal balance at 
the vertical position, with very subtle variations in front 
of and behind the vertical. Sideways inclinations of the 
upper body can aid in lateral (or sideways) movements. 
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Continue to bear in mind the upper body shouldn’t curl 
forward or collapse on one side or the other, and the 
movements are subtle and controlled. 

Weight – The weight aids are the most effective aids we 
have, and the most misunderstood. The weight aids are 
given through the seat bones and/or through the legs 
(by lightly stepping into the stirrups). The weight aids 
are best figured out through experimentation if there is 
not an instructor available. The biggest obstacle I see 
in riders regarding their weight aids lies in our natural 
asymmetry. For example, say a rider is supportively 
stronger on their left side and actively stronger on their 
right side, and the rider wants to give a right weight 
aid. Most likely that rider will draw up his right leg 
(to give the aid) which will cause him to collapse in his 
right ribcage which will cause his weight to actually be 
through his left leg (to support the contraction on the 
right side of his body). So in effect he has given the exact 
opposite of the aid he intended to give because his body 
naturally operates asymmetrically. 
 As I’ve said, most riders collapse on the right and 
support on the left, and one good way to feel that is 
to raise your left arm straight up, as if reaching for 
the sky. When the left arm is up stretch your right leg 
down and feel the difference. Lower the arm but keep 
the stretched feeling in the right leg (and the upright 
feeling in the right ribcage). A rider who draws up their 
left leg will do the opposite – i.e. raise their right arm 
and stretch through their left leg. One may need to do 
this multiple times during many rides to re-train the 
body and recalibrate the feel and sense of being more 
symmetrical, but none of the aids will be spoken clearly 
until the rider is reasonably symmetrical.
 Sometimes we move a horse away from a weight 
aid – like sit or step right to move him left. I tend to 
do that with green horses, but ultimately I like them to 
follow a weight aid – meaning if I sit/step left they will 
come left to remain under me. This is one of the reasons 
weight aids should be experimented with. Sometimes 
one will work better than the other, or one might work 
better on one side of the horse than the other side, for 
horses are asymmetrical as well. But remember that, 
like all the aids, the weight aids are subtle. I like to 
think of the aids as hinting to what I want rather than 
demanding. We can load an aid with intention while 
giving a physically light aid. Often times aids are given 
too strongly because the rider lacks the intention behind 
the aid. I find if I whisper with my aids then I need to 
send my intention as if through mental telepathy. If I’m 
thinking of communicating through mental telepathy 
it causes me to be very clear and focused on what I’m 
trying to convey. I was a strong demanding rider when 
I was younger, and yet I get far more cooperation from 
horses now even though I can appear to be passive or 
doing nothing. What I am doing is much more subtle, 
but I am far more focused and clear in my underlying 

intention/s and expectation/s. Whether I want a horse 
to step left away from a right weight aid or into a left 
weight aid isn’t as important as my inner feeling and 
focus on just having him step left. If my only focus is 
that he step left, then I will be sending a clear intention 
to him, and I will ignore what he does that is wrong. 
In most cases, wrong responses are attempts to comply 
that came up with the wrong answer. If we stay in 
there with the aid until there is even a hint of the right 
answer, then we can release him from the request and 
he will understand. Once the horse understands that 
we are trying to communicate with him (vs. just annoy 
or punish him) then he becomes proactive in his own 
training. That horse is a joy to work with, but we may 
have to make the changes in our own way of thinking to 
get there.  

Legs – Our legs speak to the horse’s hind legs, and they 
are used to create and/or direct the energy created by the 
activity of his hind legs. Our lower legs (from the knees 
down) give the aids to activate his hind legs, or to direct 
them laterally. Some riders use a squeeze of the calves 
to ask for forward movement, others use a squeeze of 
the heel, or a prick of the spur, or an alternating lower 
leg (or heel) aid, so the actual aid is not set in stone. 
Different aids will work, but the relevant issue is that 
the go forward aid of the leg needs to be consistent and 
the horse needs to understand it. The upper leg (thigh) 
can be used to direct the withers (and indirectly the 
shoulders) of the horse. A light press of the right thigh 
while the left thigh opens can direct the front end to 
the left – and vice versa. The legs need to be relaxed 
in order to use the thigh, calf and heel separately from 
one another. It’s also beneficial to think of using the 
legs to cradle the horse’s barrel, and allow the legs to 
rhythmically swing back and forth with the barrel. That 
will help relax the horse and encourage his movement 
in a rhythmical manner.
The most unproductive thing the legs can do is grip. A 
gripping thigh will shut down the energy transmitted 
through the horse’s back. Gripping thighs also cause 
the rider’s hip joints to lock which in turn locks his 
seat. Gripping calves may initially cause a horse to 
continually want to go, but will eventually cause him 
to tune out the legs as they will also likely be coupled 
with restrictive hands (to restrict the constant go created 
by the legs). Riders would do well to pay attention to 
their legs and their natural tendency to use one leg 
to aid and the other leg to support their weight. Each 
leg should be proficient in aiding and supporting. 
Allowing one’s weight to sink down through the heels 
is a security feature, though this is not to be confused 
with bracing the knee and pushing the heel down. If a 
horse suddenly spins to the right, for example, the rider 
needs to be down through his right leg to stay on. If he’s 
only down through his left leg the horse will likely spin 
out from under him.
 continued page 10
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FOR REAL TIME UPDATES AND 
OTHER USEFUL 

INFORMATION...
  Join the FOSHFriends Yahoo group!

The Natural Aids
Part II       continued from page 9

Hands – The hands get a bad rap among horsemen. 
Hand riding is considered a serious fault, but the truth of 
the matter is the hands have the capacity to cause great 
torture to a horse as well as the ability to communicate 
with extreme finesse. Bad hands cause damage, but good 
hands are great communicators. There exists within the 
horse’s body a bone to bone connection from his mouth 
to his hind feet, which means the aids of the hands have 
the capacity to reach the hind feet. The caveat is the 
jaw, poll, and the base of the neck need to be released 
in order for the aids to go through, and bad hands cause 
the horse to defensively lock his jaw, poll, and the base 
of his neck. The hands should never be used for one’s 
balance! It is much better to grab onto the saddle horn, a 
safety strap, or even a strap around the horse’s neck for 
balance issues – but don’t grab his mouth.
 There are different sets of rein aids. I learned one 
set in Pony Club, and another in The German Training 
Manual, but the rein aids I prefer are the ones described in 
Classical Horsemanship for Our Time by Jean Froissard 
and Lily Powell. The French rein aids speak to the 
horse’s feet, and most horses understand their footfalls 
more readily than they do their posture. It is possible 
to teach a horse to move all 4 feet forward, backward, 
and sideways via a rein aid. I would recommend any 
serious rider to further study the rein aids and their 
applications.
 
Voice – The voice is another natural aid we have at our 
disposal, yet some riders don’t like to use voice aids. 
I find them beneficial in a number of cases, for riders 
as well as horses. Horses CAN learn voice commands 
– the most common one being Whoa – and if a rider is 
in a dicey situation it is easier to give an understood 
voice aid than to give the proper body aids to get the 
horse to stand still. A learned voice command can be 
an emergency aid, though it needs to be learned and 
well-confirmed in a non-emergency setting. The voice 
can also be used to give energy to the rider’s intention 
– such as saying Eeeasy in a calm, drawn out manner 
can help the rider calm down as much as the horse. Or 
saying Git up! in an energetic tone can also gear up the 
rider’s energy level and give more oomph to his body 
language. In addition, I’ve been known to growl at my 
horses on occasion, which says to them, “Whatever 
you’re doing, cut it out.” They understand. If someone 
doesn’t think voice aids are needed for training horses, 
that’s fine. But they are another tool we can use, and 
they can’t do any harm. In the next issue I will address 
the artificial aids.

W
here is the Tennessee Walking Horses’ (“TWH”) true 
flat walk? During my visits to various shows during the 
2012 show season, the classes were too easy to pick the 

winner, 2nd and 3rd places. The judge was placing the horses that 
were stepping pacing over those doing a “true” flat walk and did 
not seem to recognize or acknowledge the difference between 
the two. He indicated the stepping pace is a four beat walk and 
did not seem to like the flat walk with the nice long stride but 
rather preferred the short stride or “shuttle” of the stepping pace. 
While I have to admit the stepping pace is faster and to some a 
“flashier” gait, it is not the more commonly accepted stride of the 
Walking Horse. At the show, there were a number of horses from 
a variety of states that were doing a beautiful job of exhibiting the 
flat walk but were not rewarded with the higher places unless the 
judge had no other choice. 
 You will need to remember in order for the Walking Horse 
to rack they must do a stepping pace to keep the rack going. In 
order for a horse to perform a big lick the horse MUST pace or 
do a stepping pace. While these two gaits have their place and 
their own classes where these gaits are not only acceptable but 
essential, these gaits have no place in a TENNESSEE WALKING 
HORSE PLEASURE CLASS OR A LIGHT SHOD CLASS. The 
name of the breed is “Tennessee Walking Horse” not Tennessee 
pacing horse or Tennessee stepping pace horse. Now again, I ask 
why is the pace and/or stepping pace replacing the true walk? 
Do the judges/trainers even recognize and/or tell the difference 
between the walk and stepping pace?
 The only gait that is acceptable for the “walking horse” is 
the four beat flat walk with four even beats. The stepping pace is 
NOT a true, even four beat gait. The stepping pace is, therefore, 
a mutation of the true flat walk. The stepping pace is a short fast 
stride pace with a “scuttling” or “cockroach” type of movement. 
The horse’s feet move very fast and only take short strides, with 
the hind feet striking a split second before the front feet creating 
a “chukka-chukka” sound. Some horses can actually do a fairly 
square stepping pace upon landing; however, the front and hind 
feet leave laterally. The fox trot is also a four beat as well as the 
single foot. Are these to be placed over the true flat walk? 
 The stepping pace also has a head “peck,” rather than a 
natural deep bob of the head, with a slight side to side movement. 

Where has the 
Walk Gone?

By Connie Morris, Phoenix, Arizona

W
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Visit www.stopsoring.com to see the public 
outcry against the brutality of soring. 

Links to over 150 articles.

Please allow us to introduce our publication to you. 
We’re a slick, glossy, quarterly full color magazine 
with a primary focus (like you) of the well being of the 
horse (and other animals), naturally.

We love what FOSH is doing to educate people about 
the horrible practice of soring and promoting naturally 
gaited horses and want to share our magazine with 
you. Therefore, we are extending a special offer for all 
FOSH members and supporters — a free 1-Year Online 
(or discounted) print subscription to Natural Horse 
Magazine. This is our way to thank you for all you do 
to help animals.

In order to receive this special offer, visit our store at 
http://www.naturalhorse.com/khwc/index.php and 
use CODE: FOSH2012 or call 928-634-5795.

Natural Horse Magazine FREE 
On-Line Subscription for All FOSH 

Members and Supporters

Heartfelt Greetings from 
Natural Horse Magazine!

FOSH extends heartfelt thanks to Lisa Ross-Williams and 
husband, Kenny Williams, for their generosity to FOSH 
members and supporters and their continued belief in and 
support of FOSH. We wish you much success as you soar to 
new heights with the Natural Horse Magazine!!

The feet, if viewed from the front, will be rocking from side to 
side rather than traveling true. The stepping pace does NOT have 
the nice deep over stride and is very fast. In order for the TWH to 
perform the natural walk the speed must be slowed down. After 
all it takes time for the legs to move forward.
 For those of you who would like to experience this for 
yourselves, simply take long strides that are slower but cover 
a lot of ground. Now walk really fast and try to cover the same 
amount of ground with the same number of steps. You will find if 
you walk faster you MUST take shorter strides, it takes time for 
the legs to move forward with fluidity. You may also notice you 
will have trouble maintaining your balance with a tendency to fall 
forward (the horse will become heavy on its forehand).
 The pace is a lateral movement with limbs of one side 
working together, creating a rocking side to side movement with 
the head moving from side to side rather than the natural deep 
up and down head bob. 
 The true flat walk is a forward movement with an equal four 
beat foot strike. The hind leg has a deep over reach of the front 
foot with a lowering of the hip, not the false drop of the hip 
performed in the big lick with the artificial “crawl” of the hind 
end, but a lowering of the hip enabling the horse to have that deep 
over reach. This movement also elevates the forehand getting the 
front feet out of the way. This movement is square, creating four 
equal beats, with all four limbs traveling in line according to the 
horses’ conformation. This movement has always been referred 
to as the “slide and glide”. Apparently, at the show, that natural 
drop is now considered excessive and penalized. In the “natural” 
walk the horse’s movement is slower and very fluid, plus very 
smooth and covers a lot of ground. The stepping pace is more of 
a 1-2, 3-4 and not the even 1-2-3-4.
 Have people lost the ability to discern the flat walk from the 
stepping pace? The same problem was also very prevalent and 
the stepping pace placed over the natural walk at the National 
TWH Show in 2011 in Tennessee as well as the 2012 shows. This 
was both appalling and deeply saddening. Have the judges also 
lost the ability to tell the difference between the true walk, the 
stepping pace and the true rack. The rack is not a horse race but 
the horse’s ability to perform the elevated racking gait with speed 
without breaking gait and with FLUIDITY--not a run away. The 
rack is very forward and beautiful when performed properly.
 The ONLY way to correct this issue and preserve the true 
gait is for the owners, exhibitors, trainers and last but not least, 
the breeders, to demand the judges are able to tell the difference. 
You must contact your various show coordinators and make 

certain the judges can tell the difference and relocate the walk 
because it has been LOST. From what I have seen in the last few 
years, the stepping pace has replaced the true walk and it makes 
me very sad to lose such a wonderful ride and horse. Now what 
are you going to do about it!
 The Arabian Horse Shows have the correct idea. They have 
“judges’ cards” which are distributed to the exhibitors to “grade” 
and make comments on the judges. There are charges or fees 
for these cards which are refunded when the cards are filled out 
and returned. This keeps the judges on their collective toes. This 
would be a good idea for all breeds to do. This gives the exhibitors 
an avenue to comment on, complain about or compliment the 
judges. These cards can also be filled out with or without names 
freeing the exhibitors to express themselves without fear of future 
problems. There is a form at TWH shows to grade or comment on 
the judges that are supposed to be available at the show office. If 
they are not available, ask for it. Fill it out and make your voices 
heard. 

continued page 12
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 There are quite a few naturally gaited horses, not just 
the walking horse but also Missouri Fox Trotters, Paso Finos, 
Icelandic’s, the single footing horses, the Rocky Mountain Horse, 
as well as the Kentucky Mountain Horse. All of these horses 
do great both in the show ring and on the trail. Good gaits for 
the trail and show ring are not created by special tack, special 
shoeing or any other artificial means. The best way I have ever 
found to create a beautiful gait on ANY horse regardless of breed 
or discipline is to correct the rider. If the rider is balanced and 
centered then the rider will be out of the horse’s way and then the 
horse can be TRAINED to perform to the full extent of its ability 
and conformation.
 We often think we can make the gait better by raising the 
horse’s head. This creates not only a problem for the horse but 
causes the horse pain. By raising the head and neck above where it 
naturally goes, the horse’s back hollows out and then the horse uses 

the front of its neck and shoulders to propel itself forward. This is 
not only unattractive but harmful to the horse. If you will step back 
and look at the horses around you, you will notice the different way 
their necks are set on their bodies both at back of the head and at 
the wither. Some breeds such as quarter horses have necks that are 
set on lower and “flatter”. Some walking horses have their necks set 
on higher and more upright. If you add the higher neck set and a 
nice sloping shoulder you will have a horse that can obtain a great 
stride, “true flat walk” and natural animation that we all love.
 A gaited horse does NOT need any type of special bit in 
order to gait. Harsh bits plus long shanks cause the horse pain 
and then the horse will lift its head higher trying to get away from 
the pressure. There are many ways to teach a horse to carry its 
head high and correct without pain. Also, the longer shanks can 
get caught on things on the trail. A horse that will gait will do 
so in anything you decide to ride with, snaffle, curb, hackamore, 
or even a halter. The one thing that should be watched with a 
TWH or any gaited breed that bobs its head up and down is a 
snaffle that is broken only in the center has a nut cracker effect 
on the bars, plus poke the horse in the roof of the mouth when 

the head bobs down. I would highly recommend 
being careful when selecting a snaffle because 
there are many that are very good and a lot that are 
not acceptable. A gaited horse can also be taught 
to bend its body and actually do a circle and not 
just long straight lines. A gaited horse can also be 
taught to neck rein, rope, run barrels and any other 
thing you would like the horse to do.
 Constant bit pressure WILL NOT HELP YOUR 
HORSE’S NATURAL GAIT. The gait depends on a 
couple of things, i.e. genetics, conformation and 
partly on the horse’s comfort level. Check out what 
your horse does in the pasture at liberty and then 
you will discover the natural ability of the horse. It 
is then up to us as breeders, trainers, riders, judges 
and exhibitors to enhance this natural ability. In 
this way we do not lose the beautiful natural walk 
we all aspire to achieve.
 There is also a false idea that you will need a 
special “gaited horse saddle” to help your horse’s 
performance. This is not true, although it really 
does sell a lot of saddles. While the gaited horse 
saddles are very nice, it then becomes a personal 
preference as to what to ride in. What you need, 
regardless of discipline or breed, is a saddle that is 
suitable for the discipline and fits both the horse 
and rider correctly. A well fitted, well-made saddle 
will not pinch the horse or interfere with the horse’s 
shoulders and allow for freedom of movement. A 
well made/fitted saddle will also position the rider 
in a correct position to ride in. If you do not know 
how to fit a saddle seek professional help.
 There is a tendency among TWH trainers/riders 
to place the saddle farther back on the horse, to 
the point it is in the middle of the back. When the 
saddle is placed this far back, it puts the rider in a 
position to strain their back and/or the horse’s back. 

Where has the Walk Gone?
from page 11
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TWHs and all gaited horses have the same skeletal structure and 
muscle groups as any other horse. Therefore, there is a spot where 
any horse is able to carry the rider with optimum comfort. This 
spot is approximately a hand behind the withers. If your saddle 
fits correctly, all you have to do is slide it backwards until you feel 
it slide into place. You will then have to look at the placement of 
the saddle and make certain the deepest part of the saddle, where 
you sit, is the lowest part of the seat. If the deepest part of the 
seat is near the cantle, the saddle is too far forward, if the deepest 
part is just behind the pommel, the saddle is too far back. Also 
the stirrup/leathers should hang right where your leg goes not way 
forward or way behind you. 
 A good farrier will evaluate your horse’s conformation and 
shoe according to the angles of the shoulders and pasterns, along 
with where the alignment of the leg to hoof dictates. A really 
good gait can be ruined by bad hoof care. You can ruin a horse 
with a good natural “walk” by a rider who holds the horse’s head 
too tight and does not allow the up and down bob of the horse’s 
head. That energy will go somewhere and it is usually side to side 
causing the natural walk to become a pace or stepping pace.
 Most of the various gaited breeds are naturally gentle and kind 
and will put up with a lot of punishment from trainers and riders. 
Do the best you possibly can for your horse by becoming educated. 
If we want to preserve the natural gaits of the TWH, it is up to all 
of us who love the gaited horse to lift up our voices and demand 
the judges adhere to rules set out in their own RULE BOOKS of the 
gait and reward the flat walk which is the true gait of the Tennessee 
Walking Horse and not some mutation, especially the stepping 
pace with the shallow head peck and much shorter stride.

About this time last year, Dodie Sable, endurance competitor 
and author, asked the Sound Advocate Editor, Cris Van 

Horn, why she should join FOSH – what did FOSH offer her as 
a competitor riding a gaited horse in Endurance? “FOSH does 
not have a program that recognizes the gaited horse competing 
in the sport of distance riding.” Dodie noted there are many 
registered and non-registered gaited horses competing in 
Competitive Trail Rides, Limited Distance Rides and Endurance 
Rides. These riders are focused competitors in the sport of 
distance riding and a Versatility or Trail Rider Program is not 
appropriate for this horse and rider combination. Dodie wanted 
a place where her TWH could earn points in the sport of distance 
riding and be recognized and rewarded as a gaited horse. 
 Cris responded to Dodie citing the reasons most people 
join FOSH--to help the horse. Cris further suggested FOSH was 
open to developing new programs to recognize and reward 
horses that were naturally gaited and naturally used. Dodie 
accepted the challenge and enthusiastically asked how she 
should go about getting Endurance and Competitive Trail Ride 
Competitions sanctioned by FOSH. She also volunteered to 
help FOSH organize a program. Cris immediately presented the 
suggestion to the Board.
 Recognizing the validity of the need, the FOSH Board 
responded quickly; a committee was formed and work began 
on the FOSH Gaited Distance Program. Dodie’s experience as 
an organizer and competitor was invaluable in the process. 
Her perspective gave life to the program and ensured that the 
guidelines would be within the parameters of both the North 
American Trail Ride Conference (NATRC) and the American 
Endurance Ride Conference (AERC). The official launch of the 
program was scheduled for January 2013. 
 During the development process, it became apparent that 
the Gaited Distance Program was a good fit as a Division within 
the FOSH Gaited Sport Horse initiative with the other divisions 
of Dressage and Equine Agility. 
 FOSH is ever grateful to Dodie Sable for recognizing what 
was missing, taking the time to communicate and caring 
enough to assist in the development of a Program. If you 
know anything about distance competitions then you will 
understand why this is a perfect venue for FOSH. Horses have 
to be “all natural”--no protective gear on legs, no drugs of any 
kind, including herbal enhancements. The horse has to be 
100% sound physically and mentally to compete and there are 
vet checks throughout the ride to ascertain that a horse is still 
sound and can continue.

Dodie Sable:
Thanks for Caring and Sharing

FOSH GAITED 
DISTANCE PROGRAM
Thanks to the One Who Brought 
FOSH to the Dance

By Dianne Little, FOSH Director of Judges

~
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Independent Judges Association
IJA Judge Certification Clinic for Dressage with Gaited Horses

June 14 - 16, 2013 • Chino Valley, Arizona

Fees:
2013 Licensed IJA Judge or Apprentice $100.00

Apprentice entering the IJA Program $150.00
Auditors to the clinic $50.00

Auditors participating with horses - $25.00 
 
If you are planning to attend: Contact the Director of Judges at ddlittle@telus.net for 
further information.

The closest large airport to Chino Valley is Phoenix, Arizona. GREAT LAKES AIRLINE flies 
directly into Prescott from Los Angeles and Denver and there is a shuttle to the hotel. 
Prescott is about a one hour drive from Phoenix and Chino is about 15 miles from Prescott, 
so ground transportation is necessary. 

The Days Inn in Chino Valley is the host hotel for the clinic. (928 636 0355) To obtain the 
special rate, mention FOSH Judges Horse Clinic.

For further information and to indicate attendance, please contact: Dianne Little at 403-
271-7391 or 403-678-4452 or ddlittle@telus.net
 

The Second IJA Judge Certification Clinic 
for Dressage with Gaited Horses will be 
held June 14 - 16, 2013, in Chino Valley 
near Prescott, Arizona, hosted by FOSH 
supporter Kirsten Kuzmanic and assisted 
by IJA Judge Pauline Stotsenberg. 
 This intense and comprehensive 3 day 
clinic combines classroom instruction; 
interactive discussion; detailed 
information on gait standards for gaited 
breeds; IJA Dressage standards and live 
judging. This clinic will establish, explain 
and expand the discipline of Dressage for 
gaited horses, recognizing the uniqueness 
of each gaited breed, but reinforcing the 
aspects of Dressage (training) that are true 
for all horses. The agenda parallels the 
traditional IJA Judges Clinic - instruction 
for two days and practical application 
through live judging on the third day. 

Philosophy: Although the discipline of 
Dressage is universal, it was developed 
for horses where the intermediate gait is 
one with suspension. In the gaited breeds, 

the intermediate gait is a gait without 
suspension. Consequently, there may 
be some differences between Classical 
Dressage and Dressage for Gaited 
Horses. All gaited breeds are capable 
of Dressage and all gaited breeds will 
benefit from Dressage. IJA respects the 
universality of Dressage and will adapt 
the Fundamentals for Dressage to gaited 
horses. IJA recognizes and respects the 
uniqueness of each gaited breed as well 
as the similarity between gaited breeds.

Purpose: The purpose of the clinic is to 
educate and certify dressage judges for 
gaited horses.

The clinic welcomes: All licensed 
IJA judges and IJA Apprentices; 
those interested in entering the IJA 
apprentice program to pursue an IJA 
Dressage certification for gaited horses; 
or any individual with an interest in the 
discipline of Dressage for gaited horses. 
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Created by the dressage experts at 8th Heaven Farm, each set of 2 
DVDs, one for introductory riders and one for two-gait tests, con-
sists	of	ridden	examples	of	Dressage	Tests,	directive	voice	overs,	su-
perimposed	patterns	and	the	complete	IJA	Gaited	Dressage	Manual.

Each set sells for $25 and includes shipping.
Please send:(check one)

 q IJA Introductory Tests q IJA 2 Gait Tests

Name _______________________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

Telephone_________________________Email ____________________
Make	Checks	payable	to	FOSH	and	submit	to	

Friends of Sound Horses • 6614 Clayton Road #105 • St. Louis, MO 63117

Great Opportunity!
Now Available Gaited Dressage DVDs

IJA Judge Certification Clinic for Dressage with Gaited Horses
June 14 - 16, 2013 • Chino Valley, Arizona

Complete the form below by June 1, 2013

Name _____________________________________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________________________

City __________________________State_______________Zip: ______________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Phone ________________________Cell _________________________________________________

E-mail ____________________________________________________________________________
 
Further details will be released as they are available. You can find them on the FOSH website and the 
FOSH Gaited Sport Horse website beginning in March (fosh.info and FOSHgaitedsporthorse.com)

Return with your check payable to IJA to:
Dianne Little

619 Lake Linnet Cres. S.E.
Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2J 2J3

Auditors are welcome and encouraged to attend
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BREEDERS

Arkansas
doGwood vAllEy foxTroTTErs
Jim Coale
17503 Garman Rd • Siloam Springs, AR 72761
Phone: 800-736-0287
Email: dogwoodvalleyfoxtrotters@yahoo.com
Website: www.dogwoodvalleyfoxtrotters.com

Standing: Stormy Morning Traveler; dark golden palo-
mino, naturally gaited, versatile, athletic, great mind 
and disposition, Foundation bloodlines, AI certified.

Junior Stallion: Spitfire’s Spittin Image; Bay, naturally 
gaited, performance, versatility. watch for Spitty in 
2011

Oregon
wyANT’s wINTEr sPrINGs
Laura Wyant - Lifetime FOSH Member
Cheshire (near Eugene), Oregon USA
Phone: 541-998-2803
Email: Ponies4Grownies@aol.com
 

Breeding goal: MELLOW, SHORT, mountain trail using 
horses, mosey ponies who are Walking gaited, not 
multi-gaited.

Pennsylvania
KING of dIAMoNds
14.3 HH 6 year old Palomino Stallion registered and 
certified MPH – KMSHA – AGMH He’s got it all… color, 
temperament, smooth gait and the bloodlines to pass 
to his offspring. King has the solid build and stamina 
of the Mountain Pleasure Horse which makes for 
an awesome trail horse. Sire: Goldfinger’s Star Dam: 
Sally’s Lady (Moon bloodline) Stud Fee: $350 Horses 
for Sale
The Equus Survival Trust List of Endangered Breeds 
has the Mountain Pleasure Horse listed as “CRITICAL”. 
RocKaRan Farms is striving to preserve this awesome 
breed.

RocKaRan Farms – Designs, Custom Embroidery
Randy & Kathleen Delp
Phone: Quakertown, PA 215-536-5183
Phone: Gillett, PA 570-537-2183
Email: rockarandesigns@yahoo.com
Website: www.rockaran.com

Looking for your next trail horse, trainer, or breeding stallion?
Check out these fine farms...

BATEs GAITEd HorsEs
(FOSH 2010 Trainer of the Year & Breeder of the Year)
Rocky & Nya Bates
Melba, Idaho 83641
Phone: 208 495 1606
Website: www.batesgaitedhorses.com

Training and gait repair of all flatshod breeds of 
gaited horses for pleasure, trail, hunting and field trial 
uses. Will travel to do clinics, lessons and individual 
education/work and training horses.
 

Standing at stud-TWHBEA and Tennessee Walking 
Horse Heritage Society certified stallion Cruise with the 
Limo.
 

Sales of well bred young stock and well gaited, 
educated and willing mounts.

THE PurE PlEAsurE GAITEd HorsE 
AssocIATIoN of oKlAHoMA
The PPGHA provides fun, fellowship, social and educa-
tional activities for owners and admirers of the naturally 
gaited pleasure horse and presents a positive image of 
the naturally gaited pleasure horse to the community 
and the public at large through PPGHA activities; contrib-
utes wherever and however possible to charitable orga-
nizations involved with the welfare and protection of the 
horse; encourages through education and example the 
use of humane care, training and treatment of all gaited 
horses; so that the gaited pleasure horse can be recog-
nized as a contributing member of the equine commu-
nity. For more information, contact Cris Van Horn at 918-
688-1898 or 2cloudsdancing@tds.net; www.ppgha.com

souTHErN coMforT GAITEd 
HorsE cluB
www.gaitedhorseclub.com 
  

Southern Comfort promotes activities highlighting the 
smooth ride and versatility of all gaited horse breeds. 
Pursuits include trail riding, competitions, shows, 
exhibitions, clinics and many other equine qctivities. 
The club promotes horse safety and friendship for all 
that are interested in horses. Owning a horse is not a 
requirement. 
  

SCGHC is based in South Western Idaho and is a flat 
shod exclusive club with members contributing and 
supporting varied interests using sound natural horses. 

FOSH Directory

TRAINERS

GAITED CLUBS
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The focus has been on competi-
tion in most of what has been 
written because the FOSH Gaited 
Sport Horse initiative was devel-
oped to honor the gaited horse in 
competition. For those who wish 
to compete, there will be a place 
within the gaited community for 
them to be honored. The struc-
ture has been provided to provide 
tests, train and license judges for 
competition, record successes, set 
up competitions, etc. The basic 
philosophy of the program or per-
haps some would see as the “by-
products” of the program is edu-
cation. It provides an opportunity 
to introduce people to the art or 
sport of dressage. It provides an 
opportunity to educate people 
on training principles that are for 
the good for the horse; training 
principles that consider the horse 
emotionally, mentally and physi-
cally; training principles that 
adhere to the FOSH Sound Prin-
ciples; training principles that 
follow Classical Dressage. By in-
troducing people to the world of 
dressage, they may recognize the 
benefits of solid classical training 
for their horse. 
 One of the reasons for con-
ceiving, writing and publishing 
the IJA Manual for Gaited Dres-
sage was to put forth the phi-
losophy that FOSH/IJA felt was 
one for the benefit of the whole 
horse based on Classical Dres-

FOSH AND DRESSAGE—AN 
ANSWER TO A QUESTION

By Dianne Little, FOSH Director of Judges

QUESTION:  Once Dressage becomes competition oriented, 
it may not be as good for the horse.  People tend to work for 
points and forget suppleness and relaxation.  Does FOSH 
reward relaxation and lightness in Dressage tests as taught 
by the French Classical instructors and clinicians?

sage and not Modern Dressage. 
The philosophy is outlined in 
the Manual. We then set out to 
train judges in this philosophy in 
hope that the relaxed and supple 
movement would be rewarded 
and not the “cranked and forced” 
positions. We developed tests 
that were not copies of USDF 
tests with only a different word 
for trot. With an understanding 
that tests are guides to training, 
we developed tests that respected 
the individuality of each gaited 
breed – tests that could be used 
to develop the gaited horses in a 
logical and step by step manner. 
We have not yet developed tests 
beyond Level 1 as we feel the 
foundation of the fundamentals 
must be emphasized before the 
“high end movements” (or tricks 
as some suggest) are encouraged. 
The IJA test put more emphasis 
on the intermediate gait than the 
USDF tests do on the trot. 
 FOSH/IJA has demonstrated 
that we are serious about educat-
ing gaited horse 
owners and judg-
es on the Funda-
mentals of Dres-
sage as evidenced 
by our work since 
the inception of 
FOSH. The world 
of horses is in tran-
sition and FOSH 
has something to 

offer to gaited horse owners look-
ing for a different way to work 
with their horses rather than get 
on and drive them forward while 
holding them in. It has been 
documented for years that the 
majority of horse owners, never 
mind gaited horses owners, are 
not interested in competition. 
However, all are interested in 
working with their horses. As the 
world of horse owners changes, 
there is more interest in working 
with horses in different ways. For 
FOSH, Gaited Horse Dressage 
is not a buzz word that denotes 
continuance of many established 
domination practices under a 
new name. FOSH presents Gait-
ed Horse Dressage as a method of 
education that is beneficial to the 
horse and rider. To illustrate, the 
following is taken from the FOSH 
Dressage Manual: 

Chapter 3: Objects and General 
Principles of Gaited Dressage 

300 General 

• IJA Gaited Dressage adheres 
to the dressage terminology in-
cluded in the IJA Manual for 
Gaited Dressage (Chapter 4 Dres-
sage Judging Terms) and the IJA 
Rule Book (Chapter 12). Any IJA 
Gaited Dressage Competition 
must adhere to the description 
of the gaits, movements and fig-
ures in the IJA Manual for Gaited 
Dressage. Any amendment to IJA 
Gaited Dressage will be effective 

continued page 21
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The Tiger Horse –
from this month’s cover

By Pamela Brand, FOSH Executive Advisory Committee Member

Looking for a horse breed that exemplifies stamina, 
strength and awesome beauty, yet is sweet natured 

and sociable? Consider the Tiger Horse, a relatively new 
breed propagated with an emphasis on producing a gait-
ed, superior trail riding or sport horse, flashy in the ex-
treme, with controlled spirit and a people pleasing nature.
 The modern day Tiger Horse is reminiscent of  the 
magnificent and legendary spotted horses that grazed at 
the foothills of  the Heavenly Mountains on the Chinese/
Siberian border, caused wars to be waged over their pos-
session and eventually disappeared. These horses were 
sometimes known as Heavenly Horses for the region in 
which they grazed or Blood Sweating Horses for their 
spotted appearance during battle and also Horses of  the 
Air for they were blessed with smooth gaits. However, de-
spite their eventual disappearance, today’s spotted horses 
are likely the descendants of  these oldest spotted horses 
and cousins of  the various spotted “breeds” that devel-
oped in Spain, Austria, Denmark and even China. 
 It is believed that the introduction of  a few remain-
ing Heavenly Horses with a couple thousand other horses 
during the Chinese Han Dynasty around 60 BC led to the 
production of  the first Chinese riding horses and military 
mounts. Then, during the illustrious T’Ang Dynasty (618 
to 907 AD), the Chinese crossed these early riding horses 
with their draft-type horses to produce the first genera-
tion of  the legendary Soulon horse. During this period 
of  peace and prosperity, the Soulon became prized by 
the Chinese Emperors for the horse’s stately appearance, 
perhaps also for its tendency to “gait,” and was pictured 
shown “in hand” and even as a parade horse. Unfortu-
nately, the Soulon, once so treasured, also eventually dis-
appeared from China.
 But, it is the magical Chinese Soulon that has be-
come the definitive standard for the relatively new Ti-
ger Horse breed. According to the Tiger Horse 
Breed Registry and Members Association 
(TIGRE), “The Soulon’s phenotype (what it 
looks like) is the ultimate but refined pro-
file for our modern day Tiger Horse Breed.” 
The registry goes on to say that it is working to develop 
a breed that closely resembles and even rivals the ancient 
Chinese Soulon, a horse with whom the Tiger Horse may 
well share a common ancestry.

 So why use the name Tiger Horse? Although ancient “ti-
ger” horses may once have been used to hunt Siberian 
tigers, the name “tiger” was universally used in the 11th 
century to denote a striped or spotted animal. As indi-
cated earlier, the same ancestry that produced the Soulon 
horse of  China is likely responsible for the spotted horses 
of  Europe, most notably those bred and developed in 
Spain. There, for the lack of  a better word to describe 
the horses’ leopard-like coats, the Spanish called them 
”tiger-spotted horses” or “el Caballo Tigre,” (the Tiger 
Horse). It is generally known that some of  Spain’s spotted 
horses were shipped to South America and Mexico and 
eventually made their way into North America. Prized 
for their beautiful coats, they were preserved through se-
lective breeding by Native American Indian tribes, par-
ticularly the Nez Perce. There are differing opinions as 
to how common it was for these early spotted horses to 
also possess the ability for a smooth gait, or as to how this 
might have developed. However, some do claim that de-
scendants of  these feral spotted horses may have become 
the backbone of  the modern, gaited Appaloosa.
 What are the primary breed characteristics that define the Ti-
ger Horse? In general, the Tiger Horse should exemplify 
the characteristics consistent with an athletically-inclined 
gaited, trail riding/sport horse. The ideal size is an av-
erage of  15 hands with a balanced, nicely proportioned, 
Iberian profile. The horse should be strong of  limbs, 
have a powerful, naturally arched neck, a well-developed 
chest, not necessarily broad, and a slightly convex pro-
file, although first generations sometimes inherit straight 
profiles. The face should frame a large eye well-placed on 

Annandale’s Carbon 
Copy a bay roan 
getting her spots. 
The third and final 
stage showing extreme 
Soulon perfection 
and personal riding 
horse of  the founder, 
Victoria Varley.

MODERN DAY VERSION OF THE ANCIENT CHINESE SOULON
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the head. Stallions should have pert, forward-pointed ears 
while those of  a mare may be longer. The withers should 
be moderate to high, the shoulders sloping back but at 
the same angle as their shorter, straighter pasterns and 
the back should be of  a moderate length slightly angled 
back towards the croup with a fairly low tail set. The Tiger 
Horse should always be clean boned with average sized 
hooves that follow a direct line from the top of  the pas-
terns to the ground.
 Of  course, the flashy, leopard-patterned or near leop-
ard-patterned coat and striped hooves are most popular, but 
the Tiger Horse may also come in solid colors with non-
striped hooves provided it is born from two registered par-
ents. In the words of  TIGRE, “We cannot ride a 
color. Although the exotic color patterns are 
desirable and very much a part of  our Tiger 
Horse breed, conformation, temperament 
and gait ability are more important.”
 The leopard complex (or LP) gene is white and depos-
its on top of  a horse’s base coat color, creating a mottled or 
“sprinkled” look with a variety of  different sized spots. Tiger 
Horses may be of  any base coat color with any of  the Lp gene 
patterns. The LP gene also influences the hue of  the base 
coat so, for example, bright chestnuts will eventually be cap-
puccino chestnuts. Some horses inherit copies of  the LP gene 
that may never show but can still produce foals with spots. 
“White” horses with only one or two body spots are called 
Ghost horses by TIGRE (same as an Appaloosa “Few Spot”). 
They may be registered if  they are born from registered par-
ents or if  they meet the desired phenotype of  a Soulon ap-
proved Tiger Horse and can help to infuse color and type into 
the herd. Roan also is an acceptable color and roan individu-
als are highly respected as true members of  the breed. Horses 
with the LP gene also demonstrate the presence of  the roan 
gene in some form or another. Over time, other than leopards 
or near leopards, roans may start out one way, but end differ-
ently, often displaying a glorious array of  spots. 

 Markings such as socks are acceptable but undesir-
able, as they are indicators of  other white genes such as 
splashed white or sabino. Grey is unacceptable because 
it is considered a disease of  the hair shaft pigmentation 
where over time the contrast of  spots is lost. 
 How important is gait to the registration of  a Tiger Horse? 
There are two categories for the registration of  Tiger 
Horses, the “Heavenly Type” and the “Royalty Type.” 
These categories allow for variances in conformation and 
gait. 
 Royalty Type: The Royalty Type is for the gaited 
horses and makes up the bulk of  the Tiger Horse breed. 
These horses exhibit a smooth gait and show some char-
acteristic of  the Lp gene. Royalty horse gaits are com-
parable to those of  many modern day gaited breeds and 
include all three middle gaits, i.e., the lateral stepping 
pace, the square running walk or the diagonal fox trot. 
The Royalty registered horse is expected to work naturally 
off  its hindquarters and readily move out in one or more 
of  the full middle gaits, naturally “on the bit.” In addition 
to the color requirement, Royalty horses have an Iberian 
or Soulon phenotype as described under breed character-
istics above. The only exception to the color requirement 
is for foals born from two Royalty registered parents that 
automatically qualify as Royalty even though some are 
born without spots and may never develop spots. Foals 
from one Royalty and one Heavenly, or outsider parent, 
also may be approved for registration as Royalty if  they 
meet the requirements and have the ability to enhance the 
breed. 

 Heavenly Type: The Heavenly Type is for the reg-
istration of  non-gaited offspring of  either a Royalty or 
Heavenly registered parent with the intention that these 
foals will be used to produce more Royalty horses. These 
Heavenly horses usually do not exhibit strong middle gaits, 
although they often exhibit a gliding or shuffling gait. In 
addition, since diagonal gait may be difficult to determine 
at a young age, Heavenly youngsters may later exhibit a 
strongly more discernible middle gait and be upgraded 
to a Royalty status. Typically, these Heavenly horses are 

Two red leopard yearlings showing the straight profile of  the early 
groups

Continued page 20

The first foal 
from two Soulon 
Approved parents.
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more heavily muscled and have necks 
that come out from a higher point at 
the chest than horses of  the Royalty 
type. This division was created to offer 
protection to breeders who are using 
only one gaited parent and one color 
producing parent.
 Soulon Seal of  Approval: In ad-
dition to the registration of  a Royalty 
or Heavenly Tiger Horse, the Soulon 
Seal of  Approval may be awarded by 
the registry. This designation recognizes the horse as con-
forming to the final stage of  the registry’s development 
and a refined version of  the Chinese Soulon. The registry 
founders believe that newer generations of  Tiger Horses 
should more closely reflect these goals and display the 
characteristics of  the Chinese Soulon because the registry 
has a formula for success and uniformity throughout the 
breed.
 How are Tiger Horses registered? The Tiger Horse Breed 
Registry and Members Association called TIGRE was 
formed in 1992 by the founders of  the breed, Victoria 
and Mark Varley, who own and operate the registry out 
of  their breeding facility, the Annandale’s Tiger Horse 
Farm in Santa Fe, New Mexico. With the intention of  
creating an exotic, gaited horse breed modeled after the 
ancient Chinese Soulon, the Varleys selected horses from 
a variety of  breeds that shared similarities of  type in or-
der to infuse color and gait with an acceptable profile. 
Typically that meant using non-gaited horses for spotted 
color patterns (such as the Appaloosa) and gaited horses 
to produce an appropriate middle gait (such as the Mis-
souri Fox Trotter, Tennessee Walking Horse and some of  
the Spanish breeds). After producing 35 horses that met 
their standards, the Varleys created the registry to pro-
mote and protect the breed. Over the past 20 years, the 
breed has been refined and further identified through the 
creation of  a specific breed profile. As Victoria puts 
it, “One lifetime is not long enough to breed 
excellent horses, let alone start a new breed 
of  horse and we choose only the very best 
every time.” 
 Although anyone with a gaited horse that exhibits 
one of  the Lp gene characteristics is encouraged to apply 
for registration, TIGRE states that it is not a registry for 
any gaited spotted horse. Horses not born of  registered 
parents are considered for acceptance based on their 

“presence” and their ability to meet the breed 
characteristics under the Royalty profile. Over 
110 horses have now been registered as Tiger 
Horses and are blood typed or DNA profiled. 
TIGRE maintains strict records of  every regis-
tered horse from the day the first approved foal 
was born and provides certificates on parch-
ment paper to members after DNA mapping 
has been done. Information and assistance for 
members is freely and readily available. 
What is the nature of  the Tiger Horse and what can 
they do? 
The Varleys note, “The disposition of  the 
Tiger Horse should never be in question. 
These horses should be sociable and 
friendly to humans with a willingness to 
trust, and must exhibit controlled spirit 
under saddle.” Being great family horses, the 
Royalty horses are bred to excel in disciplines 

such as versatility classes, trail riding, western pleasure 
and competitive or endurance trail. Because the breed has 
been modeled after long distance endurance riding horses 
that can stand up to the rigors and challenges of  country 
riding, Royalty horses particularly excel in difficult long 
distance riding events. Heavenly types appear more suit-
able for dressage, cross-country and hunter jumper events. 
 TIGRE encourages interested individuals to consider 
owning and registering one of  these exotic, versatile hors-
es and the registry stands ready to assist its members in the 
hopes that the breed will continue to grow and flourish. 
TIGRE may be contacted by mail at The Registrar, Vic-
toria Varley, 32 Jack Rabbit Lane, Santa Fe, NM 87508 
or by telephone at (505) 438-2827 or by email at TIGER-
HORSES@aol.com.
References: Victoria Varley-TIGRE founder - Many thanks to 
Victoria for her assistance with this article. The Tiger Horse Breed 
Registry and Members Association at http://www.tigrehorse.com/. 
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tiger_horse

The Tiger 
Horse from page 19

A second leopard filly from the Arabian 
mare. Annandale’s Fairy Tale

Annandale’s 
Holy Smoke, the 
first and only 
known Snowcap 
(homozygous) gaited 
Soulon Approved 
colt in the world. 
Photo at 18 months 
of  age. He is now 
3 years old and has 
been bred to Carbon 
Copy for the first 
Soulon to Soulon 
approved foal in 
2013
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when published in the Manual for Gaited Dressage 
and/or the Independent Judges Association Rule 
Book.

301 Object of Gaited Dressage 
The object of Dressage is the ongoing education of 
horse and rider. The result of Dressage is a calm, sup-
ple, loose and flexible horse who is confident, attentive 
and keen. These qualities result in perfect understand-
ing between horse and rider. These qualities are recog-
nized by: freedom and regularity of the gaits; harmo-
ny, lightness and ease of the movements; and balance 
of the forehand and the engagement of the hindquar-
ters, resulting in impulsion and acceptance of the bri-
dle, with submissiveness throughout and without any 
tenseness or resistance. The horse gives the impression 
of doing what is requested of him on his own accord. 
The horse is confident and attentive, cooperating with 
the rider, maintaining straightness on a straight line 
and bending accordingly on curved lines. 

302 Principles of Gaited Dressage 
All gaits show freedom, regularity, suppleness, and 
activity, with looseness and balance. The hindquar-
ters are active responding to the subtle aids of the 
rider, thereby giving life and spirit to the whole of 
the horses’ body. The horse displays a natural and 
harmonious balance emotionally, mentally and 
physically. The horse responds with calmness, ease 
and precision, resulting in lively impulsion and flexi-
bility. The horse is visibly free from the paralyzing ef-
fects of inaccurate aids of the rider. In all work, even 
at the halt, the horse is “on the aids” with forward 
intention. The horse moves under the weight of the 
rider, away from the leg and into the hand. A horse is 
“in the bridle” when he accepts light and soft contact. 
The neck is raised and arched according to the stage 
of training and the extension or collection of the gait. 
The head is slightly in front of the vertical, with a 
relaxed poll being the highest point of the neck. Ca-
dence is the natural result of harmony between horse 
and rider showing balance, impulsion and fluid yet 
distinctive steps. Cadence is shown in all variation of 
gaits and throughout exercises and movements. Pu-
rity of the gaits is fundamental to dressage.

FOSH AND DRESSAGE—
AN ANSWER TO A 
QUESTION continued from page 17
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The Trail to Confidence

For adventurous trail riders, the entire world can be 
your kingdom from the back of a horse! Are you 
seeking more adventure in your trail riding but get a 
knot in your stomach at the thought? Have you ever 

asked yourself ”Why am l nervous about riding”? Many trail 
riders are hesitant to ride the trail to adventure because they 
just can’t overcome that little tickle of doubt. What exactly 
causes that hesitation? Could it be (gulp) a lack of confidence? 
 Losing one’s confidence can happen by gradual erosion 
for no identifiable reason or because of a particular event 
such as if you have witnessed or been involved in a riding 
accident, suffered trauma from other sport related activities, 
have worries about your own strength, flexibility or health, 
lack of knowledge or experience with horses in general, fear 
of the unknown or of trail obstacles. For those new to horses, 
a lack of experience in the nature of horses can contribute to 
apprehension about riding and it can take years both on the 
ground and in the saddle to be able to read the natural actions 
and reactions of a horse. 
 In the Red Horse Ranch Rough Riders’ Club, we offer 
classes to help riders increase their trail skills, confidence and 
experience. Much insight can be gained in a class room (corral) 
setting with discussions of situations that arise on the trail 
and common sense ways that we handle them. Participants 
are encouraged to bring forth particular events that they 

are curious about or may worry them. Some club members 
have a long list of “what if ” items that they have not actually 
seen happen but they envision happening while trail riding. 
More experienced members of the group lend confidence and 
practical knowledge along with coaching on how to avoid or 
cope with potential scary trail situations. Commonly asked 
questions include how horses navigate rough terrain, how they 
may behave in a group setting, who will help them or their 
horse if a problem arises and many more. We discuss questions 

 by Suzanne De Laurentis and Allen Pogue, Imagine A Horse, ©2013; www.imagineahorse.com

with several simple approaches or fixes for each and we also 
duplicate some of the situations and demonstrate solutions. 
Actually seeing how others have solved trail problems is 
extremely empowering. 
 Many mounted solutions can begin with ground work 
including for example such skills as rating a horse’s speed, 
utilizing the one rein stop, and gaining good directional 
control. Ground training promotes cooperation from the horse 
and better understanding and control by the handler. One item 
that we feel strongly about is how ground exercises increase 
a rider’s hand-eye and hand-body coordination. Even two or 
three ground sessions with activities such as driving, lungeing 
or pedestal work can improve the working relationship with a 
horse and increase a rider’s confidence. Horsemen and women 
who gain proficiency in ground skills are generally more 
confident when mounted and these activities also take the 
pressure of mounted situations out of the equation.
 If you sincerely desire to gain more confidence our Ten 
Action Steps to Confidence may help you sort out your feelings.

1. If you are nervous about riding, admit it, you are not 
alone! If you find that you make excuses for not riding 
your horse, make excuses for your horse’s behavior, bathe 
and brush your horse instead of riding, or just don’t 
make time to join in your friends’ trail riding fun, your 
confidence may be jeopardized.

2. Believe you can find a way to 
become more confident and that others 
have already done so. Lots of riders have 
kicked the riding jitters successfully and 
you can too.

3. Make a conscious decision to find a 
way to build your confidence. You probably already know 
that you would have a lot more fun with your horse if you 
could ditch your doubts. Make a commitment to yourself 
to at least give it a good try. 

4 Make an inventory of the things within yourself that get 
in the way of progressing your riding. If you can’t exactly 
pin point why you get the jitters, try keeping a diary for a 
week or two and most of all be honest.

“How the horse dominated the mind of the early races!! You 
were a lord if you had a horse. Far back in our dark soul the 
horse prances...The symbol of surging potency and the power 
of movement, of action, in man.” ~ David H. Lawrence

Note from the author- If it is important to fulfill our dream of flying without wings on 
the back of our noble horse, we must expend the time and energy to name what it is that 
composes our fear because if we can name it, we can conquer it.
 When we can move from viewing the horse as primarily a riding animal and devote 
ourselves to elevating our relationship with him to surpass that of a hobby, our understanding 
will begin to dissipate our fears. 
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5 Make a list of the horse behaviors that you dread or even 
downright fear. If your horse came with these behaviors, 
what actions have you taken to try to remedy them? If 
he began them after you bought him, write down what 
circumstances surrounded or contributed to the change 
in his habits or behavior. This could be an emotional 
experience as you may feel as though you bought a horse 
that wasn’t suited to you. 

6 Ask your experienced riding friend(s) if they would help 
or mentor you. If you don’t have experienced riding 
friends, check riding clubs and instructors in your area 
and make an appointment to discuss your situation. Most 
of your experienced horse friends would most likely be 
happy to help you, if you asked. At one time or another, 
all riders experience fear and doubt, even the riders whom 
you admire most!

7 If you don’t have horse friends, try searching the internet 
for instructors or riding clubs in your area that specialize 
in confidence building horsemanship programs. Call or 

email even those out of your area as they may be able to 
give you a referral to someone they know and trust. When 
you find a mentor or trainer whom you believe can help 
you, ask him/her how much time you should commit to 
this project and then follow through.

8 Keep a log or diary of your exercises and progress. If you 
write down your accomplishments and milestones, even 
the small ones, you will easily recognize the progress that 
you have made. 

9 Congratulate yourself as you see your progress.

10 If you come to the decision that you have a horse that 
is more advanced than your skills, consider finding him 
a better situation where his talents can be utilized and 
find a horse that you feel more confident with. There is 
absolutely no shame in making this type of decision.

 If you want to start today and don’t want to spend a lot of 
time soul searching, here are some strategies and all you need 
are a few trail friends-
 Choose riding partners carefully. Consider each horse/
rider combination and ride with only those with whom you feel 
comfortable, whom you like and whom you trust. Your safety 
may rely on their good judgment. Make an action plan with 
your riding friends. Pledge support to each other and appoint 
specific tasks to individuals who are experienced. These could 
include helping inexperienced riders adjust tack, mount on the 
trail, pony a frightened horse or give general encouragement if 
needed. Start small, if you are afraid to ride a mile on the trail, 
ride for half a mile and increase the distance with each ride. 

 If you and your friends leave as a group, return as a 
group whether you are trailering in a caravan or riding. Be 
responsible and put yourself in others riders’ boots. We will 
all need help at some time so the Golden Rule always applies. 
On the trail, pair up with an experienced horse and rider team 
until your own horse is comfortable. Be a defensive rider. 
Don’t assume that all riders or horses are courteous and well 
behaved. The nicest horse on the planet is capable of some 
surprising behavior when put in a new or stressful situation 
and not all riders are courteous or use good horsemanship. Be 
aware of your surroundings and of group dynamics at all times 
and constantly conscious of change. 
 Ask an experienced rider if you can “buddy up” if your 
horse needs a calming influence or even help in negotiating 
an obstacle. Play leap frog with another horse or two (and 
rider) to get your horse acquainted with changing speeds and 
positions in a group. You can do this by one or two riders either 
walking quietly or standing as others trot or even lope ahead 
a predetermined distance then in turn, stand and wait for the 

others to catch up. Keep all horses involved in clear vision of 
each other (at first) to keep separation stress to a minimum. 
The advanced version of leap frog would allow a rider or two 
to move briefly out of vision of others and then return. This 
begins to help a horse adjust to riding out separately from the 
herd or group of riders. 
 Ring around the rider prepares horses for changing 
situations and distractions. Take turns standing in a small 
group as one or two trot circles or patterns. Horses usually 
adjust to the distraction and stand quietly. Ask an experienced 
rider to ride take your horse while you ride alongside (different 
horse) out so you can observe his behavior that makes you 
nervous. Ride and practice the ideas and training methods 
that you read and then re-read them. Never stop learning. 
Learn trail courtesy and etiquette. There are many clubs and 
organizations that teach trail etiquette as part of their programs 
and even competition. Also, most breed associations have local 
trail riding clubs or chapters, check with yours.

Resources: North	American	Trail	Ride	Association	(www.natrc.org), 
America’s	Trail	Ride	Association	(www.americastrailride.org),	Rough	
Riders’	Club	(www.imagineahorse.com/red-horse-ranch/rough-riders/), 
American	Trail	Trial	Horsemen’s	Association	(www.attatrailtrials.com).

“Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear, not absence of fear. 
Except a creature be part coward, it is not a compliment to say it is brave.”

~ Mark Twain

“Inaction breeds doubt and fear. Action 
breeds confidence and courage. If you 
want to conquer fear, do not sit home 
and think about it. Go out and get busy.”

~ Dale Carnegie
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Balance
By Diane Sept © 2013 

All rights reserved.

Benefits unfold for the horse and rider who find balance in 
their posture whether standing or in movement. We can 

help our horse find balance whether for the trail or the show 
ring. A balanced horse can carry himself with cleaner, more 
correct, agile movement and provide a smoother ride. More 
importantly, balance (and self carriage) protect the horse 
from postural trauma and movement trauma, especially in 
the shoulders, front legs/feet, and the back.
 In any weather, you can train your horse for one of 
the most important building blocks of self carriage. You 
can help your horse find balance in their posture to gain 
strength and suppleness through their back, abdomen, 
and rib cage. This exercise will allow the horse›s spine, 
from tail to poll, to release and decompress. Your horse 
will work more efficiently and have more longevity on a 
daily basis as well as a life long basis. A horse in balance 
and self carriage will be calmer and more sensible.
  So what is the exercise?
 

THE ROCK BACK

Diane J. Sept owns Back To Basics 
Equine Awareness in Denver, 
Pennsylvania, where she is a 
Connected Riding and Groundwork 
Senior Instructor and Clinician, 
using complementary bodywork/
energy work such as T.T.E.A.M. 
(Tellington Touch Equine Awareness 
Method). She is also a Licensed 
judge with the Independent Judge’s 
Association (IJA) and FOSH member. 
She can be reached at 717-336-6346. 

Gem leaning forward over front legs (minimally). This is 
on the forehand and therefore not in balance. Notice front 
legs are angling backward from chest. Note this in your 
horse. Very common horse posture...on the forehand.

Photo top right: Note front legs are more straight up and 
down under horse’s shoulder and chest (a little too far 
forward). Note more solid stance in horse’s hind legs and 
feet. This rock back posture puts more responsibility in the 
horse’s hind end and therefore creates strength and agility.

Photo Below: Here Texas has his front legs angled back 
from below his chest. Note lack of stability in hind end/
feet. Notice lack of definition in front of shoulder at base 
of neck. Notice shortness and holding of neck.
 

Photo above:  Here Texas is slightly parked out. Again 
notice shortness and tension in neck. In this posture the 
horse’s rib cage, abdomen, and back have no structural 
support (as in a card table without legs at each corner.) 
Notice strain through stifle down front of hind leg to hoof.
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Notice a leg at each corner. Neck is beginning to reach 
forward and take on a more pleasant position. Look how 
solidly he is standing into each foot heel to toe. Note 
fullness of back and rump and strength in stifle area (for 
better impulsion and ability to carry rider.)

Even though Texas is not standing with a foot at «each 
corner» see weight down into the entirety of each foot. 
His neck is longer and relaxed down. Very quiet. Note 
flatness of chest going into base of neck. Notice the 
abdomen is up into body and not sagging.
 To get the horse to be able to find this posture, if 
your horse is leaning forward over his front legs, gently 
ask the chest to rock back over the front legs. This is not 
to ask for them to step back which is what most horses 
will obediently try to do. We must be attentive to how 
little it takes to get this «sway» of the body back to be 
supported by all four legs. While asking for this gentle 
sway, hold on to the noseband of the halter or cavesson to 
give support as if holding the hand of your dance partner. 
It is the horse’s chest and rib cage that we want to shift 
backwards.
 If your horse happens to habitually park out, you 
will have to be very empathetic and patient and ask 
them to keep their front legs back under their chest. 
Again, holding the noseband and supporting them from 
stepping forward will be very helpful. Once your horse 
understands this position he will gladly adopt this more 
comfortable, supportive posture. As the horse learns how 
to find this posture in standing we can proceed forward 
with how to help them find this balanced posture in 
movement.

The public outcry against featuring performance 
horses at the Kentucky After Christmas Sale was 

impressive. The host location, the Kentucky Horse Park, 
determined that as a state-run facility, they would not 
ban performance horses, but they were overwhelmed 
by an outpouring of communication from people all 
around the world who did not want them to support 
the exhibition of performance horses. After much ado, 
the end result was that no performance horses were 
presented for sale at the event after all.
 It was big news when the United States Equestrian 
Federation (USEF) announced that they will no longer 
sanction shows that offer performance classes with pads 
and packages. The USEF is the national governing body 
of most of the horse shows in the United States. Several 
large shows have eliminated their big lick classes because 
of this announcement. 
 A new, highly talented and qualified volunteer 
who approached FOSH to help end the soring abuses 
summarized her first exposure to the Big Lick TWH as 
follows: “I work mostly in companion animal humane 
law and teach classes on animal cruelty at the Police 
Academy. I was raised around hunters/jumpers and 
attended my first Tennessee Walking Horse Show with 
a Big Lick category this past year with a friend from the 
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
(ASPCA) and an equine vet. Appalled does not begin to 
describe my feelings.”

ANTI-SORING 
INITIATIVES

by Lori Northrup, FOSH Anti-Soring VP
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Born and raised in Milan, Italy, Alessandra Deerinck 
lives in Escondido, California. She is a Doctor in Veteri-
nary Medicine and works as a horse trainer and clinician 
at Human to Horse. Alessandra writes and illustrates 
freelance articles for equestrian publications in Italy and 
in the U.S. She has ridden, competed and trained horses in 
various equestrian disciplines starting thirty years ago at 
the racetrack. As a Carolyn Resnick Method clinician, she 
conducted horsemanship clinics for the past four years, be-
fore developing H2H Sensing, a new approach in human 
to horse communication that goes beyond training to es-
tablish a communication system through instincts. H2H 
Sensing highlights how to communicate with horses by 
reaching them through their senses and choosing the most 
appropriate action in a context that they understand. To 
contact Human to Horse: visit www.HumantoHorse.com 
email HumantoHorse@me.com or call (760) 715 1554.

I developed Human to Horse (H2H) Sensing after 
working with horses racing as a jockey, jumping, do-
ing endurance, riding dressage and working without 
tack on the ground and in the saddle. H2H Sensing 
illuminates the roots of horse behavior, horse social 
relationships and how humans can communicate 
appropriately with horses on the horses’ own terms. 
People who use H2H Sensing reach out to the horse 
through the most appropriate of the horse’s five 
senses, in contexts and with subjects that the horse 
can understand without the need of being taught 
through conditioning.
 Whether we are newly acquainted or are old time 
friends, the horse and I can immediately connect, 
on every level of the relationship that we humans 
call “Horsemanship”. Genetics and physical ability 
aside, only a horse that likes what he does can be a 
real champion. Horses who lack that inner commit-
ment, that “joy in the doing”, can manage creditable 
performances thanks to horses’ innate trainability 
and tolerance of our whims, but I wanted more. H2H 
Sensing is a language of gesture, posture, movement 
in space, touch, and sound that lets the horse and 
I communicate. That dialogue, that foundation to 
horsemanship, is essential. 
 In H2H Sensing, the way a human and horse pair 
works is strictly related to how the two individuals 
perceive the situation they live in, have lived in, and 

H2H SENSING — FROM 

THE PASTURE TO THE 

MANZANITA LIMITED 

DISTANCE RIDE IN 45 DA YS
By Alessandra Deerinck

will live in together. In “real life”, individuals receive 
information from what surrounds them through 
their senses (sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste), 
which never get shut down. The same individu-
als process the information and express themselves 
by the way they behave. Between two individuals, 
the leader is the one who has the whole plan in his 
mind. Between two individuals, the leader is the one 
in charge of the manner, quality, and complexity of 
the communication between them, which eventu-
ally conveys the plan, leader to follower. The leader 
is the one with foresight, casting his vision forward 
one minute to the next or a month down the road; 
the one who can project how the plan will be carried 
out and how it will change the relationship between 
leader and follower. From every interaction, both in-
dividuals build memories that will inevitably affect 
their future. In the kind of dialogue that is the goal 
in H2H, a horse can be a follower without being sub-
missive; a rider can be a leader of leaders. When a 
horse recognizes a human being as a leader, things 
that could be challenging are instead possible. 
 It was through H2H that I had a great first endur-
ance ride on a very promising horse who confirmed 
everything I hoped to achieve in a dialogue from hu-
man to horse...and horse to human! This is the story 
of what happened between me and Allegria de Los 
Cielos and endurance.
 October 6th was a beautiful sunny day, ideal 
weather for an endurance ride in the backcountry 
of San Diego. I was riding a horse at her first ride, 
Allegria de Los Cielos, in the Limited Distance (LD) 
25 mile ride at the Manzanita Ride 2012. Allegria is 
a six-year old Mangalarga Marchador mare, born at 
Rancho de Los Cielos in Riverside, California, where 
she has lived since then, except for a brief period 
when she was sent to Nevada to be put under sad-
dle. Once back from Nevada, she lived in a pasture 
with four other mares, free to run and play. Before 
she came to me for training, she had been ridden just 
a handful of times in gentle rides around the hills in 
Riverside. She was an untried daughter of the breed 
of horses that holds the Guinness World Book record 
for distance riding: 9000 miles in 13 months, same 
riders on same horses.

conintued page 32
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Wichita Kansas…. FOSH was well represented at 
Equifest of Kansas in February with seven of the best 

that FOSH has to offer. It truly was a family affair with the 
Hyltons, Walkers, Babuszczaks, Dunhams, and Carters all in 
attendance.  The newest horse and rider team of Shelby 
Carter and Prides Belle of the Ball (owned and bred by the 
Dunhams/Hughes) showed the youngest of riders can exhibit with no problem. Another rising star of a youth rider was 
Mia Walker and Millenium Silver Miss. Both Mia and her mom, Shannon Walker, on Mac’s Little Luci, exhibited saddleseat. 
Garrison Dunham, AKA Braveheart, showed how creative we are astride Prides Little Darling. Cheyenne Dunham astride 
Shezas Black Sensation and Ashley Carter and Doing Time 9-5 showed the versatility of the western pleasure horse. Jana 
Babuszczak showed the longevity of the breed astride The Roan Flash at his advanced age of 25. The horses were not the 
only thing taking center stage. Stall decorating was also paramount and through a group effort of obtaining the materials 
needed to bring Shannon’s idea to fruition, garnered the team a Second place in the stall decorating contest. Three demon-
stration times provided the audience with multiple viewings to see our wonderful horses and they were very well received. 
We generated a lot of interest in us as a group and our horses too. Tons of questions, lots of answers and information on 
FOSH and what we are about was distributed to the record setting crowd for the weekend. 

FOSH Takes Equifest 
for a Walk on the 
Wild Side
By Jana Babuszczak, FOSH Executive Advisory Committee

SOUND ADVOCATE
DEADLINES

May/June 2013 - April 15, 2013
July/Aug 2013 - June 15, 2013
Sept/Oct 2013 - Aug 15, 2013
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In the last article, I described the purpose of using lat-
eral movements to improve the horse’s capacity to 

carry the rider. Correct lateral work training increases 
the flexibility of the horse’s rib cage, lifts the back and 
unifies the horse’s top line. A raised back with length-
ened topline from tail to poll is significantly stronger 
than a hollow or ventroflexed topline. Therefore, when 
your horse rounds under you it is less wear and tear on 
him. In addition, the ride is easier and more enjoyable 
because the horse is light on the forehand and adjust-
able within and between gaits.
 In order to utilize the lateral positions effectively 
you need to understand each movement, the function 
and purpose and how it fits within the classification 
of “lateral work”. Last time I asked you to write down 
your idea of lateral movments so that you had a base-
line for your knowledge on this subject. In this article 
we are going to clarify the different movements by 
defining specific characteristics common to all lateral 
positions. This will simplify further discussions.
 For those of you who have ridden at my clinics, 
this lesson is referred to as the “Zucchini Lesson.” I 
typically use two small zucchini (summer squash also 
works) to represent the horse in different positions. If 
you don’t believe me try it! Get yourself one or two 
small zucchini (under 6”). Find ones that have a good 
“bend.” I like zucchini better than bananas because 
they have the bend more toward the front and are 
straight through the lumbar area and croup, which is 
more accurate. Bananas have too much curve. Place the 
zucchini within a boundary--a tabletop will do. Move 
the “horses” according to bend and direction for each 
of the lateral movements. This will help clarify which 
way you are going before you get on your horse.
 Direction: Direction refers to the direction the horse 
is moving. Diagonally can be either diagonally left or 
diagonally right (see diagrams). In pivot-like move-
ments the horse can do quarter turns, half turns, three-
quarter turns, full turns or multiple full turns (spins). 
You can also look at direction with regard to bend (see 
diagram). The horse can move into the bend or away 

The Framework for 
Analyzing Lateral 
Movements
Part I: Bend & Direction
By	Wendy	Murdoch;	Copyright©	2013.	All	rights	reserved.	
www.murdochmethod.com

from the bend. The degree 
of movement into or away 
from bend may be slight; 
however, this distinction 
can result in a specific 
movement. 
 For example, half-pass 
is moving diagonally into 
the bend, whereas travel-
ing in the same direction 
on the same diagonal line 
without a bend is leg yield. 
Traveling the same line di-
agonally but moving away 

from the bend with the shoulders to the inside of the 
bend would be a shoulder-out or in on a diagonal line 
(depending on where the wall is, see orientation). This 
is where you need to get your zucchini and roll it from 
right to left bend while moving along the same line 
to see the difference. Therefore, the horse’s bend in 
relation to the direction can result in different lateral 
movements. On the chart I have put this distinction in 
the column on bending (into and away).

Direction

 Bend: Most people think of bend as referring to the 
bend in the horse’s neck. This is not quite correct. Bend 
refers to the shape of the horse’s rib cage, neck and 
spine. Bend originating from the rib cage will reflect 
in the shape of the horse’s neck (as long as the neck is 
not stiff). If the bend fails to come through from the rib 
cage, the horse’s neck may be bent but then the horse 
is not true in the bend. 
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    A horse bending laterally 
through the entire spine is 
similar to side bending in 
people. To get an idea, while 
sitting, drop your left ear to-
ward your left shoulder and 
your left shoulder toward 
your left hip. Notice that the 
ribs on the left come closer 
together while the right side 
expand. (False bend is only 
bringing your hear toward 
your shoulder without bend-
ing in the torso.) As the horse 
expands the ribs on the out-
side of the curve (underneath 
the shoulder blade), he fills 
into the outside rein. This is 
what should happen when 
you ride the horse from inside 
leg to outside rein. Too much 
bend in the rib cage and the 
horse will fall through the 
outside shoulder.
    Bend can be either Left (L), 
Right (R) or straight (S). In my 

book and DVDs, Simplify Your Riding, I have images 
of a horse in left and right bend taken from behind and 
above to see the change in the horse’s spine. (See dia-
gram on bend) A good definition of flexion and bend-
ing can be found in Susan Harris’ book Horse Gaits, 
Balance and Movement. Susan describes different 
types of flexion as follows: 
“Longitudinal flexion refers to the bending of the horse’s 
joints from back to front (nose to tail), the ‘long way.’ It can 
refer to a part of the horse, such as flexion at the poll, neck 
or jaw, or to flexion throughout the whole body. Longitu-
dinal flexion is what people are trying to achieve by riding 

their horse ‘long and low.’ Direct 
flexion usually refers more specifi-
cally to longitudinal flexion of the 
poll and in the mouth. When the 
horse flexes longitudinally in all 
his joints, he is said to be collected. 
The horse can flex laterally (side-
ways) at the poll, in the neck, and 
very slightly in the back and lum-
bar spine. In order to flex laterally 
the horse must flex longitudinally 
to some degree. Bending requires 
engagement of the hindquarters, 
lifting of the back and slight rota-
tion of the spinal column. Conse-
quently there is no such thing as 
lateral flexion without longitudi-
nal flexion.” 
    This last statement indicates 

why correct bending and lateral movements improve 
collection. Also, the rotation of the spine to which Susan 
refers is what influences the shape of the rib cage and 
vice versa. When a horse is bent correctly, the change 
in the rib cage allows the rider’s inside leg to rest into a 
pocket created by the decreased space between the ribs 
on the inside of the curve. A horse that is bending cor-
rectly through the rib cage will also cause the rider’s 
inside seat bone to be slightly lower than the outside 
due to the configuration of the ribs in lateral flexion. (I 
will discuss this further when I talk about the rider’s 
position in lateral work.)

Direction

No bend, flexion in 
neck only

 In the next installment I will discuss the other two 
characteristics: Orientation and Tracks, as well as gaits and 
present a chart that puts this all together. For additional in-
fomraiton, visit www.murdochmethod.com 

Bend through neck 
and rib cage

Straight on a circle 
in a right bend
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Are you familiar with the new Distance 
Program that FOSH has put together for 

the Gaited Horses? This program is for ANY gaited 
horse, regardless of registration (or lack thereof). 
Please visit their website www.foshgaitedsporthorse.
com/gaited-distance/ and review how you can 
promote your gaited horse in the sport of Endurance 
or Competitive Trail Riding.
 For those of you following my “How To” articles, 
this issue I want to speak to you about getting started. 
If you have not heard about my book, TO FINISH 
IS TO WIN, it can be purchased through FOSH. 
www.fosh.info/shopping.html The proceeds from 
the sales of this book go to FOSH in assisting them 
with promoting and marketing the new Distance 
Program. Why do I bring this up? The book is all 
about “What Not To Do” when starting a new career 
with your companion! All my mistakes are in that 
book for your entertainment and education.
 Changing careers, whether in your own personal 
life, or in the life of you and your horse, can be a 
daunting prospect. Especially if you are doing it 
alone, without the support of a riding buddy. The 
most common issue associated with competing 
distance is the conditioning of you and your horse. 
While there are many people out there who will 
gladly pleasure trail ride with you, not many non-
distance riders want to bust down a fourteen mile 
trail doing 7 to 10 mph. I get it! 
 I am currently mentoring a rider from Hershey 
on her Missouri Fox Trotter mare. She is thrilled to 
have found a sport in which her mare can boogie 
along, which is all the mare wants to do anyway! She 
keeps a log of her workouts but she finds herself 
skipping rides because there is no-one there to 
motivate her. Especially right now when it is so 
bitterly cold outside. Although I can encourage her 
from a distance, it’s not feasible for me to get out 
and ride with her more than once or twice a month.
 Okay, so what is the point of this article? Finding 

Starting 
a new 
riding 
career: 
distance By Dodie Sable; 

Jan 24, 2013

your happy zone! 
Question #1: Do you truly want to compete at 
an endurance or competitive trail ride? Is this 
a burning desire for you and you believe your 
horse has the heart and will to do this sport? 
Know this. In most cases, you will end up riding 
alone on the trail during the competition. 

You and your horse need to have a strong relationship 
and to get there, you need to be focused on the 
having fun part of trail riding, not the how many 
miles conditioned this week part of trail riding. It is 
just as important to have a ride in which you’re on 
your horse 4 to 5 hours, even if it’s only at a walk 
with some trotting involved. Do not turn away from 
the pleasure rides you could have with your stable 
mates. A horse needs to be used to the “time” ridden 
as well as the “miles” ridden. 
 If your answer to question #1 is “YES!” then start 
a log, or even an on-line blog, of the workouts you 
do. Invite people to read and enjoy your adventures 
riding trail with your horse. You never know when 
someone will share your blog with their friend and 
they call you to say, “Hey! I want to ride distance, 
let’s hook up.”

Question #2: Do you have the time to invest in 
conditioning and the weekend competitions? 
Know this. A dedicated distance rider is on 
their horse three times a week for several 
hours, and is working on ground training the 
rest of the time. 

The distance horse needs a minimum of a year to 
begin to develop the dense bone, tough ligaments, 
strong tendons and efficient muscling needed to 
do this work well. During this time, the rider is also 
developing good wind, strong balance, and fluidity 
of motion with their horse. All this combines into a 
strong partnership between the horse and the rider. 
A trainer or riding groom cannot condition your 
horse for you. It is the personal involvement which 
makes the strong partnership.
 If the answer to question #2 is “YES!” then block 
out your time on your schedule and stick to it. Even 
in bad weather work can be done to continue your 
conditioning efforts. An hour long grooming session 
with massage and treats during a week long rainy 
period is just as important as a three hour ride on 
the trail.

Question #3: Are you prepared for the costs 
involved in competing in this sport? Know this. 
Most ride entry fees start at $60 and go up from 
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Last question, Question #4: Are you happy 
with your horse? Know this. Many riders say 
they are happy, but deep down they aren’t. 
If you and your companion do not get along, 
or make each other happy, riding (for any 
reason) becomes a chore and we all know 
when something is a chore, we avoid it. 

If you love your horse and have fun riding, you 
will become addicted to this sport. The bond you 
will develop through the miles of conditioning 
and the thrill you will have at completing your first 
competition are the “happy place” for all distance 
riders. The fact that you chose to compete in this 
sport on a non-stardard-issue breed gives you an 
even deeper sense of accomplishment when you 
cross the finish line. 
 I truly believe if you are honest in your answers 

to the above four questions, then you are ready to 
find yourself a mentor and start training to compete 
in the distance challenge.

there. Then there is the cost of fuel to transport 
your horse to and from the competition. And the 
costs of maintaining a safe truck and trailer, 
purchasing electrolytes, cooling 
sheets, warming blankets, rain 
gear, proper feeding, health 
certificates if crossing state lines, 
and annual Coggins testing. Just 
to name a few of the costs you may 
not have if you simply stay home 
and ride with your neighbor. 

While there is no “dress code” for 
competing in this sport (just an off 
hand comment, I ride in shorts and 
a tank top in the summer!) you will 
find as you get more and more into 
the sport and begin seeking better 
equipment for your companion, the 
costs can get out of control. A well 
made endurance saddle can cast as 
much as $2000. Most people start the 
sport in the saddle they are already 
accustomed to. Biothane bridles, 
breastplates, girths, and saddle 
bags can start racking up hundreds 
of dollars. Supplements, shoes, 
boots, all designed for the rugged 
competitions will add to the bill.
 If the answer to question #3 is 
“YES!”, then start a savings account 
in which you put a couple dollars 
from every paycheck so when that 
“gotta have” item appears, you are 
prepared to buy it.
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Shellie Pacovsky Baineville, MT 
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Bucky Sparks Cortez, CO

Nancy Sparks Cortez, CO

Ellen Twist Salem, OR

Marcy Wadlington Canon City, CO

Leslie Weiler Pagosa Springs, CO

Laura Wyant Cheshire, OR
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 To appreciate the ride and the horse I must first 
tell you about Mangalarga Marchadors, a gaited 
breed of horse imported from Brazil, middling in 
size, balanced in build, elegant in carriage, and in-
credibly hardy and handy. Mangalarga Marchadors 
are a rare breed in the United States but in Brazil, 
their country of origin, given their versatility and at-
titude, people ride them for any purpose from work-
ing with cattle to dressage. 
 I have been working with Rancho de Los Cielos, 
a breeding center for Mangalarga Marchadors in 
California, for the past two years. Allegria’s own-
ers, Jake Martinez and Theresa Longo, had spoken 
to me many times about training one of their horses 
for endurance. When they finally asked me to train 
Allegria, I was very pleased. I have wanted to take a 
Mangalarga Marchador on an endurance ride from 
the first day I tried riding one. Strangely enough Al-
legria was that horse. Her main gait is called Picada, 
a four beat lateral gait. That first day, I rode her bare-
back with just a halter, for a few minutes and fell in 
love with her smooth gait and her unbelievable atti-
tude. (Youtube: Allegria de Los Cielos, http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=4D9J1I57V3c) From observ-
ing her behavior in the pasture with other mares, I 
could tell Allegria was a lead mare, which makes for 
a wonderful partner in endurance, where being able 
to rely on your horse’s self confidence is a great ad-
vantage.
  The day I took Allegria to my home training 
facility, I knew the ride we wanted to do was only 
45 days away and that Allegria had no training for 
that but I had experience successfully conditioning 
horses for endurance in short time periods. She was 
basically a “pasture potato”, with a wonderful at-
titude but only one short trail ride with me in the 
saddle, albeit one that included her first, remarkably 
nonchalant, river crossing. At her arrival at my barn, 
I noticed she was not nervous about being in the new 
place and was curious instead of stressed. We started 
immediately with our training by going out on the 
trail. We worked every day. 
 In preparing Allegria for this race, I learned a lot 
about Marchadors that can be applied to any gaited 
endurance horse, learned more on how H2H Sensing 
could truly empower a horse whose willingness to 
relate met me more than halfway, and got wonder-
fully reinforced for the priorities I set and the meth-
ods I employ as an endurance trainer. One thing I 
noticed, which I attribute to Allegria›s being a «pic-
ada» or laterally gaited horse, is that, while I could 

not compete with the Arabians for speed over the 
flat sections, they could not keep up with Allegria 
on the slopes. Because of the genetics and «picada» 
mechanics, her gait on slopes is more efficient. 
 Allegria got all A›s at every vet check, despite 
competing in a field of mainly Arabian horses which 
are universally considered better suited for endur-
ance than the Mangalarga Marchador based on their 
greater efficiency and speed in covering distance, 
and their ability to “pulse down”. Equally important 
to me was the fact that, although we mostly rode by 
ourselves, only occasionally passing or being passed 
by other riders, Allegria had no problem following 
my lead and not the other horses. Moreover, at the 
vet checks, my little ingénue mare took to the atten-
tion from volunteers helping with the horses with 
the aplomb of a veteran; eating, drinking and calmly 
resting. It was so reassuring to see her drinking, a vi-
tal determinant for the health of an endurance horse, 
and a skill we worked on during her training by set-
ting up buckets with water on the trails.
 In taking the challenge of training Allegria, I 
had to consider many different aspects. The facility 
where I was training had a quarter mile circular gal-
loping track and groomed trails that allowed us to 
reach a good fitness level. By working every day, and 
through the relationship built by working with H2H 
Sensing, Allegria and I both were confident that we 
could finish the real endurance course. Most impor-
tantly, I had to make sure that the training that she 
was going to receive was not going to damage her. 
She underwent a lot of changes in a very short time, 
beginning with being stabled in a stall instead of the 
pasture, then to having her diet modified to fulfill the 
new needs for her activity. Her very balanced mind 
helped her cope with her new neighbors and all the 
changes. 
 Because she came from the pasture, her muscles, 
bones and joints were not used to being exercised 
and this was even more true under the weight of a 
rider. Fortunately, my degree in Veterinary Medi-
cine assisted me in this task. I kept a close eye on her 
limbs to give me an indication of how she was do-
ing with the training. Her joints did swell mildly, as 
expected. When that happened we just took it easier 
and worked on fine tuning her responses to my cues. 
We worked off line on getting in sync with each other 
and building our horsemanship from the ground up. 
The aerobic training we did was on the track and on 
the small hills of the property trails. 
 I closely monitored her heart rate and recovery, 
but without using a heart monitor. With a new horse 
I prefer to just listen closely to her behavior and vi-
tal signs, rather than relying on technology, so I also 

H2H SENSING
continued from page 26
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Independent Judges AssocIAtIon
Annual Judges Clinic

April 18 - 20, 2013
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get to know them better. A change in heart monitor 
signals will not tell me that the horse is uncomfort-
able as quickly as my own focused observation of his 
general state. Allegria’s heart rate rise and recovery 
speed improved fast, as did her ability to stay in gait 
for long periods of time. To build endurance I use in-
terval training, which puts less wear and tear on the 
horse than covering long distances without a break. 
Then, once every two weeks I take the horse on a 
long and slow ride, possibly in the company of an-
other horse. 
 I practiced some dressage to offset Allegria’s in-
experience under saddle, including her being in a 
paddock with strange horses and new locations. Un-
expectedly and on the spur of the moment, Allegria 
and I stood in for an injured horse in a dressage clin-
ic given by Juan Manuel Munoz Diaz, an Olympic 
dressage rider from Spain. We were not really ready 
for such an important task but Allegria acted like 
it was no big deal. Even the covered arena and the 
audience did not upset her. This was an important 
confirmation of her wonderful lead mare personal-
ity, which I saw again in her reaction to «camping» 
with other horses, the night before the race. The 
Manzanita ride base camp offered corrals to house 
the horses, but they were very small and attached. 
Allegria was between two other horses. In the eve-
ning, when the horses were fed, she became very ter-

ritorial. She chased the others away from her food 
and water, making them stand on the opposite side 
of their corrals, until she was done eating, then she 
became again the sweet mare I knew. 

At dawn, I saddled her up while the riders of the 50 
mile ride were leaving camp. Allegria let me get ev-
erything ready and we calmly went to the start where 
the other 81 horses were lining up. She couldn›t have 
been more focused or more in tune with me. I felt like 
we were one entity, able to choose the speed and gait, 
able to pass or let others pass us. It took us a little 
more than four hours to cover the distance, includ-
ing portions of mountain tracks too narrow to turn 
back and steep uphill climbs intermixed with down-
hill slopes and easier trail. Thanks to the horseman-
ship built through H2H Sensing, Allegria›s perfor-
mance was very promising and I hope to be able to 
take her again on other rides. We finished 32nd out 
of 82 starters, a pretty good performance considering 
her limited fitness, conditioning, and inexperience.
 Having a horse is a choice, not a necessity any-
more. Being always open to a better perspective from 
healthcare to shoeing, from training to tack, keeps us 
always on the cutting edge and able to best enjoy our 
time with horses. …And the Mangalarga Marchador 
is one that can best accompany people in their life›s 
journey! 
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Contact: Judi Coyne (301) 305-2424 judicoyne@comcast.net or www.
murdochmethod.com. 

13-15 DIANE SEPT GAITED DRESSAGE & CONNECTED RIDING 
CLINIC. Stars and Stripes Farm, Fincastle VA. Contact Marianne Jolley at 
mariannejolley@me.com or 540-588-5806 or www.starsandstripesfarm

16-20 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 5 DAY 
CLINIC. Pryor OK. Contact Larry (918) 633-9288 or l.lees@sbcglobal.
net or www.whitesellgatiedhorsemanship.com 

18-20 FOSH ANNUAL IJA JUDGES TRAINING SEMINAR. Airport 
Plaza Hotel and Convention Center, Reno, NV. Auditors invited and 
welcome. Contact Dianne Little at ddlilttle@telus.net or 403-271-7391

19-21 LIZ GRAVES PRIVATE LESSONS. Diamond 7 Arena, Pennsylvania 
Plantation Walking Horse Association, Dillsburg PA. . Contact Jackie at 
jacquiecowan@comcast.net or 410-923-6157 or www.lizgraves.com. 

20 NORTHERN NEVADA GAITED HORSE CLUB (NNGHC) 
SPRING KICK OFF OPEN BREED SCHOOLING SHOW. 
Held in conjunction with the FOSH IJA JUDGES CLINIC. High Desert 
Equine, Reno, NV. Judge TBA. Show Manager: Ed Ogg. 775-750-7934. 
nnghcshow@gmail.com 

20-21  WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. Spring Willow Farm, 
Mendon, MA. Contact: Lorna Palmer (508) 473.8630 swhf@comcast.net

20-21 DIANE SEPT CONNECTED RIDING OPEN CLINIC. Hands 
On Harmony, DeWitt, MI contact: handsonharmonykg@yahoo.com or 
www.murdochmethod.com. 

22-26 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC. Cookeville Tn Contact Larry at (931) 858-0658 or info@
whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com

24 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS. Homestead Ranch, Catlett, VA 
Contact: Barbara Zulick (703) 863-5864 or jbzulick@cox.net or www.
murdochmethod.com.

24-27 IMAGINE A HORSE TRICK HORSE TRAINING CAMP. 
Dripping Springs, TX. Contact Sue at Sue@imagineahorse.com, 512-736-
3208

26-27 GARY LANE GAITED HORSE CLINIC. Little Trails Horse Camp, 
Martinsville, IN. Contact Gary Lane at www.windsweptstables.net 

27 DIANE SEPT CLINIC. Tennessee Walking Horse Association of New 
Jersey. Contact: mchatten_qm@hotmail.com

27-30 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. Half-Halt Farm, Bloomington, 
IN Contact: Ann Belth (812) 935-6416 annbelth@half-haltfarm.com or 
www.murdochmethod.com. 

MAY
02-05 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. Middle River Ranch, St. 

Charles, IA. Contact: Kay Shiverick 515-360-2465 kayshiverick@gmail.com

03-05  LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC. Cedar Rapids, IA. Contact Laurie (319) 393-3231 or www.
whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com.

Events of Interest
These Events of Interest are provided as a benefit to FOSH members and Sound Advocate readers and are linked to FOSH in some way. The clinicians listed are members of FOSH. The Expos listed will have 
FOSH supporters distributing sound horse literature and/or will have a FOSH member clinician participating. A FOSH Santioned Show is governed by the FOSH IJA Rulebook and will be designated A, AA, AA+, 
or AAA. All High Point Awards are only earned at FOSH Sanctioned shows. A FOSH Affiliated Show uses FOSH DQPs for inspection. Shows may be sanctioned and affiliated with FOSH. Please check with Show 
Management to determine the FOSH status of the Show.

MARCH
14-16  WENDY MURDOCH FELDENKRAIS® AND MOUNTED 

LESSONS. Happily Ever After Farm, West Chester, PA. Contact: Susan 
Neilson (484) 356-8335 sneil54530@aol.com. www.murdochmethod.com. 

14-18 DIANE SEPT DRESSAGE LESSONS. Snug Harbor Farm, 
Unionville, TN. Contact dianesept@aol.com.

17 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS. Charlottesville, VA Toad Hollow 
Farm Contact: Renee Shifflett (434) 823-1975 Toadhollow01@aol.com 
or www.murdochmethod.com.

22-25 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. EquineTec Performance 
Center , Monroe, GA. Contact: Christine Yarbrough 770-597-2728 
chirodr@gmail.com or www.murdochmethod.com

23-24 GARY LANE GAITED HORSE CLINIC. Forest View Farms, 
Forest Hill MD. Plantation Walking Horse Assn of Maryland. Contact 
Robin at jerrydashrobin@msn.com or 443-807-6408

23-25 DIANE SEPT CONNECTED RIDING OPEN CLINIC. 
Olympia, WA. Contact: drcane9@aol.com 

23-24 DAVID LICHMAN ADVANCING HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC. Gillsville, GA. Contact Cheryl Jones @ 916-648-1004 or www.
davidlichman.com 

25-29 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. 
Cookeville, TN. Email info@whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com or 931-858-
0658. www.whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com. 

30 WENDY MURDOCH GROUP LESSONS. Rappahannock 
County, VA. Contact: Kim Nelson (540) 473-8630 luluqq@aol.com or 
www.murdochmethod.com

30  GARY LANE BITTING CLINIC. NBR Feed Store, Atlanta IN. 
Contact Gary at www.windsweptstables.net

APRIL
04-08 DIANE SEPT CONNECTED RIDING 102 COURSE. Little 

Cove Farm, Saint Leonard, MD. Contact www.murdochmethod.com

05-07 HOOSIER HORSE FAIR AND EXPO FEATURING LIZ 
GRAVES, Indiana State Fair Grounds. Contact Liz at www.lizgraves.com. 

05-07 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. 
Heraldsburg CA. Contact Jackie (209) 748-2302 or email: jlsbarton@aol.
com or www.whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com. 

05-08 WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. Ocala, FL. Contact: Donna 
Woelfel (407) 466-8548 donnadvm@hotmail.com or www.murdochmethod.
com

09 WENDY MURDOCH Charlottesville, VA LESSONS Toad Hollow Farm 
Contact: Renee Shifflett (434) 823-1975 Toadhollow01@aol.com

12-14 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 3 DAY 
CLINIC. Pryor OK. Contact Larry (918) 633-9288 or l.lees@sbcglobal.net

13  WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS. Good News Stables, Boyds, MD 
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FOSH Membership Application and Order Form
 (All annual memberships include an electronic bi-monthly issue of the Sound Advocate and an Educational Packet)

Type of Membership (check one)
Annual q $ 30                   organization (for your Gaited Horse club or Association) q$50 life q $600*
Annual q $ 45 (includes printed hard copy of the sound Advocate mailed to your home)
(Please Print Neatly)
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:__________________________________________ city:__________________state: _______Zip code: _____

Phone: ___________________________E-mail: _________________________ Breed(s) of Horse(s): _______________

Additional donations: q $20 q $30 q $40 q $50 q Patron $100* q Benefactor $300* q other $_____
*Includes 2 complimentary cd’s by Mary Ann Kennedy

Available Merchandise

 fosH standards video
—America’s Walking Horse, Poetry in Motion—
 first tape/dvd for fosH members:  ________ $10 ea

 Additional tapes/dvds: ___________________ $20 ea

 fosH full-color poster ____________________ $10 ea

 2012 Independent Judges Assoc. rulebook _ $20 ea

*All prices include shipping*

Total Enclosed: $_________Payment by check or credit card
 (please make checks payable to fosH in us funds)

 card #_________________________________________

 Expiration date___________________
 credit card authorized signature
 ______________________________________________
 send your payment to: fosH 6614 clayton rd #105
 st. louis, Mo 63117

 **All donations are tax deductible**

Thanks to everyone who made suggestions for 
improvements to the FOSH Gaited Distance 
Program. Every suggestion has been discussed 
and analyzed as to how it fits with this national 
program to recognize and honor the gaited 
distance horse. As a result, we are pleased to 
announce the following additions or changes to 
the Gaited Distance Program.

·	 A Junior Rider category has been added.

·	 Lightweight and Heavyweight have been 
defined.

·	 For the first year of the program, it will 
not be necessary to have the Annual Horse 
Card signed by ride management. 

We value your opinions and suggestions and 
hope that you continue to communicate with us. 
The first year of any program is exciting but we 
are aware there may be adjustments to be made. 
WWW.FOSHGAITEDSPORTHORSE.COM

Update on Fosh 
Gaited Distance 
Program

08-09 WENDY MURDOCH INSTRUCTOR’S COURSE. Horse Teaching 
and Research Farm, MSU, East Lansing, MI. Contact: Paula Hitzler (517) 
355-7484 phitzler@msu.edu

10-12  WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. East Lansing, MI. Contact: 
Kathy Malone (810) 523-5861 kmalone@eplan-eq.com

10-12 DIANE SEPT CONNECTED RIDING CLINIC. Belgium. Contact: 
pleasuregaits@gmail.com

10-12  LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. 
Port Clinton, OH. Contact Mary Ann (419) 341-2372 or theranch@
theranchoutback.com

15 WENDY MURDOCH LESSONS. Toad Hollow Farm, Charlottesville, 
VA. Contact: Renee Shifflett (434) 823-1975 Toadhollow01@aol.com

17-20  WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC Joyful Noise Farm, Pryor OK. 
Contact: Larry Lees 918-633-9288 L.Lees@sbcglobal.net

17-19 DIANE SEPT CONNECTED RIDING CLINIC. Netherlands. 
Contact: info@equijoy.nl

17-19 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. 
Cheyenne WY. Contact Kate (307) 421-9998 or (307) 634-9338 or email 
katemoran@goldencreekequine.com

21-25 LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP 
CLINIC. Cookeville, TN. Contact Larry at (931) 858-0658 or info@
whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com

25-28  WENDY MURDOCH OPEN CLINIC. Northwest Trails Deer Park, 
WA. Contact: Sally Shepard (509) 999-3796 or jvcougar1@msn.com

26-30  LARRY WHITESELL GAITED HORSEMANSHIP CLINIC. 
Toronto, Canada. Contact Jess at jess@freereinhorsemanship.com
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Friends of Sound Horses, Inc
6614 Clayton Road #105; St. Louis, MO 63117

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Independent Judges AssocIAtIon
Annual Judges Clinic

April 18 - 20, 2013

AudItors Are welcome And encourAged to Attend

The Independent Judges Association (IJA), a subset of The Friends of Sound Horses, Inc. (FOSH) 
will hold its annual Judges Training Seminar April 18 - 20, 2013, in Reno Nevada.  Organized by 
FOSH Board member Ed Ogg and generously hosted by the Northern Nevada Gaited Horse Club, 
the judges clinic will be in conjunction with a Horse show affording an apprentice opportunity.  
The host hotel is the Airport Plaza across from the Reno Airport.  All meetings will be held in 
the hotel and transportation will be provided to the arena.  
 This is an intense and comprehensive clinic combining classroom instruction, active and 
lively discussion, video and detailed information on IJA standards for judging gaited horses.  
The standards for many gaited breeds will be presented by a variety of IJA judges.  Discussion 
will be encouraged and promises to be lively.  Standards for the Gaited Curlies and MFT will be 
presented by High Desert Equine Breeders.  
 If you want to further your knowledge of gaited horses, horse show rules, judging protocol 
and judging decisions, you will find it beneficial to attend the IJA Annual Judges Training Seminar 
as an auditor.  Auditors are welcome to attend all sessions, but reservations are required.  The 
fee for auditors is $35 per person and includes a copy of the 2013 IJA Rule Book.   Auditors 
will be asked to refrain from comments during instructional sessions, but are encouraged to ask 
questions at the end of each session. 

If you plan to attend as an auditor or for further information please contact 
Dianne Little 403-271-7391 • 403-678-4452 • ddlittle@telus.net

Indicate your intention to attend by completing the form on page XX
and returning to Dianne Little by April 7, 2013


